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Second Source Splits: This paper was written in response to an article

An Optimum Non-Solution originally published by the Defense Systems

A Management College in 1980. The author argues .. .to4, that the formula for splitting a government con- .'- '
- ~~tract between two competitors that was proposed ".....

in the earlier article is seriously flawed. He argues
that the use of this approach could result in a
"reverse competition" in which each bidder adopts

a strategy designed to result in a higher, rather
Brent Meeker than lower, bid than his competitor.

Warranties: Although the use of warranties on defense

A Few Basics equipment is not a new idea, it is one that has a
on the Latest Hot Topic great deal of visibility because of recently imposed

congressional warranty requirements. The author
reviews some of the basic concepts, considera- .'.

Alan W. Beck tions, and cost implications of warranties.

The Tower of Babel: Effective and efficient communication is impor-

System Support and Readiness tant in any business, but barriers often exist that
make such communication difficult or impossible.
The author argues that, too frequently, logisti- %
cians and developers must overcome barriers to " , s
communication in order to "speak the same "
language." While this is difficult, it is essential for %

Major George S. Merchant, USAF improved system readiness. 41.

The U.S. Army War College A number of service schools at various levels in-

Curriculum for Research, clude instruction in acquisition management. In
this article the author describes the acquisition in- I% %

eelopment, struction provided students at the Army War

Lieutenant Colonel Gerald L. Pauler, USA College.

Discounted Cash Flow as a There are a number of of criteria for determin-

Means of Evaluating ing whether a program should be subject to .7 Multiyear Procurement Requests multiyear procurement. One technique that, in the
author's view, has not been adequately used is the "
"net present value" technique of discounted cash %

flow. He describes the technique and the way it
can be used to evaluate multiyear procurement re-

Major Mark E. Lacaillade, USAF quests.
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Communicating in a Noisy World In the author's view, there is a danger that our
fascination with electronic communication will

.1', distract our attention from the equally important
traditional graphic presentation of data. She19 argues that print and other graphic media will be
with us for a long time to come and that we must -

take care that these familiar devices are made
.4 Patricia M. Gaynor "user friendly." "

Program Stability Perspective The first of the six Acquisition Improvement

for the Program Manager Program actions highlighted by former Deputy
Secretary of Defense Thayer was program stabili-S24 ty. In the author's view, program stability is
necessary for the achievement of the remaining

A five actions singled out by Mr. Thayer. He con-
L e C n l D m Ucentrates in this paper on what the program ...

Lieutenant Colonel William D. Smith, USAF manager can do to keep his program stable.

Down with In the author's view, one of the difficulties in

"Head in the Clouds" Testing testing newly developed automatic data process-
ing equipment is the lack of realism in the test pro-

6 gram. He argues that the astute test planner will26 consider the "real world" not only in the design of
the tests, but in the planned test environment that
is affected by such changes as funding or person-

A. N. Hafner nel cuts and a shortening of the testing period.

Risk Funding for Realistic Budgets It is one of the certainties of defense develop-
ment programs that certain "unknown" and unex-
pected events will occur and act to increase pro- .. '..

gram costs. The author argues that, owing to the
certainty of such events, a degree of "risk funding"
should be provided for every program to cover
them. His purpose here is to examine how OSD . .
can demonstrate to Congress the value of the risk-

Major George D. Schneickert, USA funding approach.

Beyond the "Born Leader" Concept Management theory has undergone a number of
major changes as it has evolved in recent years. "- -

First one, then another, theory has been used to
* 32~~ describe management and leadership and the ways % . ..

3 2 managers should be taught. In this article the
author describes a theory that relates leadership
and management techniques to the situation and . .-

people to be managed. He presents the case that
such "adaptive" leadership is essential for the

Richard F. Gordon modem manager.

Will Competition Reduce Cost? Although competition in defense programs is
often put forward as a proven way of reducing ac- . .3 9 quisition costs, the author argues that competition

William M. Brueggemann may not be the "cure all" it is often pictured to be.
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An um Non-Solution
&mt Meeker

The government often buys idillipnertfrom known with certainty, there is great danger of A ending -
two or more manufacturers. In so, the grn- up at point 2 when trying for 1. Since A is not foolhardy, . "-
ment even subsidizes a manufactt in prokion he will allow for some range of uncertainty in B's bid (in-
of a piece of equipment that is a 0118k bohfm dicated by the dotted lines A's income would follow were %
another manufacturer. This has i y pqw of B's bid to vary). Contractor A will then bid for the point 3
expanding the mobilization base, affor40nop- rather than 1. Even having made an allowance, there is of %'... ."-
portunity for competition betwe cturen. Sce course some chance that B's bid will be lower than allowed 'the ---urchased items are identica , -"' - " "- "-

entical functk, the for, in which case A would end up at 4, perhaps losing . ,.
competition is primarily in price, govermt's money. But note that if A bids at point 5, he will be sure of
expected gain in fostering comp lower Wll getting at least as much profit as at 3; the uncertainty here
price. is that if B's bid is higher he will make even more money.

In order to motivate competitia& it is cnon But, having given up on trying for 60 percent of the buy,
foh oea ard 6 a -s- A might as well bid at 6 where he is sure of making asfor the government t4o award 60

chase to the lower bidder and 40 1i e hilabil- much profit as at 1, the naive optimum. And if 6 is a good ______-_'_-_"_-__

der. It has been pointed out by sTi thisroe bid, is not 7 even better, and so on, as much as the market . ...
is defective. (See Kenneth S. Soi troldCom- will bear? Obviously, B can follow the same line of
petition for Optimal Acquisition,' Systemma- reasoning and also conclude that bidding high is best.
agement Review, Vol. II, No. r 19 pp.
47-55.)* ." . .-.

He gives three reasons: Figure 1. Manufacturer A's Income as a
1. A fixed-quantity split results of vhr Function of His Unit Price Bid for a

the price difference is small or i o .''.
4 2. One or both companies co thealr 60/40 Split Function
a' quantity is sufficient, resulting in + comp0n
, since they would feel no compul lowmff.l,

3. There is no incentive for a- any naip-
proach the price it estimates am ed coqti-t..'q' ~
tor will submit. A corollary to estaided
manufacturer, knowing a com ot m his " 5

price, has no incentive to submit r.
These are certainly serious def arly bur as POFIT

2 in the event both companies A'sthe e - *- ,COST _- ..
quantity is sufficient. In that c s to et he ,. ' . . .
higher, a reverse competition. coqfi s A* T T

companies are motivated by p se co*i- ASNUT I's sin"
tion will be the case as shown by This dim RICE

shows how the income of manuf will vroa
function of the unit price he bids. theoryst-"
A will try to bid for point 1, i.e., ceat4h"
he can still get 60 percent of the 1 i authe A's UNIT PRIICE
discontinuity of the split and he al he'

*Kenneth Solinsky, who wrote the or Mr. Meeker is Head, Production Acceptance Test and . ......
splits, has been giren the opportunity to MWC ' Evaluation Engineering Branch, Navy Pacific Missile Test ", ,.
cle. His response will appear in a future i p, a Center, Point Mugu, Calif..
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Solinsky saw this problem and focused on the discon- Assigning a value CA - 60, and, as before, PB = 100,
tinuous character of the split as its source and a smoothly this may be graphed as shown by the lowest curve in
varying split as its solution. I will show that this is a Figure 4. Inspection of this curve leads A to the very dif-
specious analysis; a smoothly varying split can foster re- ferent conclusion that he should bid 110-about 10 per- .,
verse competition even more surely than a 60/40 split cent above B's price. Assuming B's cost is the same as A's,
and, in fact, the one used in Solinsky's example does so. In he can draw the same family of curves for different values
spite of this, reverse competition did not occur in the pro- of PA" If A bids 110, B can consult his set of curves and O :
curement Solinsky cites. The reason it did not is unrelated see that he should bid 120. Then, of course, A will see that
to the way of splitting the buy, as will be explained, he should bid 130, and so on. Thus, A and B will bid each

other up the family of curves, each one trying to be at the
>- Solinsky's Example: A Poor Non-solution mode of the curve. This mode is always above the point

The example Solinsky gives is where A's and B's prices are equal, which is at the inflec-
fA(x) = 1/2 !sign (x) arctan (751 2) +11 tion point just to the left of the mode, so they never reach

a stable point where there is no advantage in raising their
90 (1) bid. Even in the limit PA, PB-4 a , this mode persists, but

Where fA is the fraction of the buy allotted to company for large PA + PB another mode also appears which
., A, ar i the variable x is given by: prevents the bids from chasing each other up indefinitely.

"" ~B's price - A's price ""' "'
. - B'sprie-As(2) As shown in Figure 4, for values of PB > 120, a second "

B's price + A's price mode appears in A's profit function. This mode is at a bid
Solinsky graphs the function fA(x) as in Figure 2, but it lower than B's. For PB -L 190 this second mode is higher .

is more instructive to graph A's income for a fixed value of than the mode discussed above. This means that after A
-! B's price as was done in Figure 1 for the 60/40 split. A's in- and B have bid each other up to, say PA = 190, PB =

come is given by 200, then A has two choices to increase his profit: He can
A'sincome- NPAfA(X). (3) ' ,-

Where N is the total number to be bought and PA is A's Pr%. ]

price. A graph of this function is shown in Figure 3, (N is
) ouldset to 1 for this graph). This curve looks as though it N ____ __.. --

would be very effective in fostering competition. A's best ,.(X ,,z 1/'O1 , .TAN (750..

bid would seem to be about 70, undercutting B's price by , -.
30 percent.

However, this overlooks the fact that A's cost of pro- 50 "
duction will also vary as the split varies. This did not
make much difference for the 60/40 split, since only two . .- --

- , levels of cost occur as shown in Figure 1. But if the split is .
M 301

continuous, then a continuum of costs must be con-
sidered. The simplest assumption is that the cost is pro-
portional to the number produced (i.e., the unit cost is
constant). A mix of fixed and unit costs is more realistic, 10,
but the assumption of zero fixed cost places the most con-
straint on the split function, fA(x). Under this assump- 0 OW w,--- - ,, ,.. a ---.--..

tion, A's profit, IA, may be written A'. ME-

.N ANfA(W)(PA -CA)- (4)IA  Figure 4. A's Profit as a Function of A's '.

Price for Various Values of B's Prii ei,:o.
Figure 2. The Split Function Used b.
Solinskv ,

& 077 0.4

.. 4
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Real people do cxef fc,)sight antd adopt 5trategies, a i] CZv..-
,. if they do not0lW11:cafe im any other way, they call . ,

communicislt,%L' by the way they compete.

raise the bid again to 120 for a 12.8, ohcan What happens is shown in Figure 5. As A raises his price
lower his bid to 155 for a profit of takes ttter to more than 50 times B's price, he begins to make more
course (as it seems he should), it i e__ge profit than B. Of course, this couldn't happen in practice;

Ito about 33 unless he also lowerl bestc ter common sense and fair-profit rules would prevail. But it
is to bid 163. This is again the peafight V4 and serves to put us on guard against unforeseen consequences
so will start over the upward bi upwrd bid- of procurement schemes that are based on unanalyzed in-
ding will lead to prices above 190, POirtotege A tuition.
or B can gain by lowering the bid left m0 .k A ,,,.. -
and B merely bid as automatou t fort or An Ideal Non-solution
strategy, this cycle of bidding wou e indkitely. How, then, can we design a split function to have the .-.

In practice, it seems more likely would 5deby properties we desire? The manufacturers are not influ- - -.
tacit agreement on the inflection lfore k ight enced directly by the split function, but by their profit. So '.
mode. At this inflection point thte equwald so it is easier to define an ideal profit function and then i-" ,"-

they share equally in the buy. Of c4ace thepe derive a split function from it. A profit function can be - - - -"-

of cooperation is established, it isly theywould drawn for A only after assuming values for A's cost, CA ,  --- ----
cooperate in moving up to higher#6her irtion and B's price, PB" The ideal profit function must be one
points. This is a general difficulty 4kind Ofaly- that has a stable point at a reasonable profit margin above

* .~ sis of behavior. Real people do i, fores*t and cost. Using the previous example, CA = CB - 60, a
adopt strategies, and even if they dsmmurate in reasonable profit would be 20 percent, or PA = 72. If this r.. .
any other way, they can communi' ly by t way is to be a stable point, then it must be the maximum of the -_ - '
they compete. So, given enough to can arrive at profit function for PB = 72. Since the prices are equal, the "
cooperative behavior even thk situation is buy will be split evenly, fA - 1/2, so . .
deliberately structured to induce cion. Tre pli- Ication of this to government procutis thatlObid- A  1/2 -A - CA) - 6.
ding should not be iterated too 1* that tr split n)
function should be structured so 6stable ot is "A"6) n'Figue 6, a
reached quickly, without cooperatli Starting from this point (WA 72, A  6) on Figure 6, an

It is also clear from this example bntinum split ideal profit function (per unit of the total buy) can be .
function can engender reverse convo t as vdas a drawn to the right by the following considerations. Near .
60/40 split. Solinsky's example, as abovem s the maximum, a smooth function is quadratic, so the
to hold the prices down to about dik the co. This curve will turn downward like a parabola in each side of
isn't very good, but all any competdo isf6rcthe the maximum. As A increases his bid, we want his profit ,
price down to some multiple of coat ilin aost, to go down. At some price, say twice cost, we are willing
it is always advantageous to raise ie. Hqwver, to give all of the buy to B (at a price of 72) and none to A. .__._-'_____
we haven't seen what happens in ,exaIpaeen This means the curve goes to zero at PA - 120. I have
one bidder, say A, bids a much &an &Aet. drawn this part of the curve as linear, since this yields con-
Figure 5. A's Profit as a F.on of A' stant motivation for A to lower his price over this range."- Figure 5. A's Profit as a Filion oi A's

Price for BB = 100 Figure 6. Ideal Profit Function

. - % 
,. 

. . ..%

is 16 0 12 10
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The shape of the curve to the left of the maximum is not Figure 7. Derivation of Ideal Split
very important, and in any case it will be determined from Function

* the right part due to the symmetry of the split function.
Having drawn an ideal profit function, the correspond-

ing split function can be inferred from

AIO
PA -CA

This division has been carried through in Figure 7. The
function found in this way is given as function only of PA, X
for the given fixed values of CA and PB. A split function
must be an antisymmetric function of PA and PB. Further- . O. O
more, it cannot depend on CA or CB, because they are
unknown to the government. A split function having
these characteristics can be derived from equation 11 by - . - - -

replacing the variable PA by its equivalent x value, where ... 'e"-"'
PB PA .,. ,. a"*"- -. .

- ..... ..-... _.-.-.,

PB + PA Figure 8. A's Profit as a Function of
and then regarding asafunction ofxrather than PA. Price for the Ideal Split Function
This is shown on Figure 7 by placing the equivalent x scale (Pi s 72).,-. -
below the original PA scale. Since this function was gener-
ated graphically, it does not necessarily have any simple
analytic expression. However, by adjusting the three
parameters of Solinsky's function, as he suggests may be
done, the function

fA (x) - 1/2 [1.29 sign (x) arctan (11x (1 2

is found to be a very good approximation. In this form fA . .
is an antisymmetric function of PA and PB as required. "
Since it depends only on PA and PB, it is scale-free; that
is, it has the same value if all prices are multiplied by the "
same factor. The family of profit functions which result - r
from using TA are shown in Figure 8 for the example CA
- CB - 60. Note that whenever B's bid is higher than 72 - - -
(the stable value), then A's best bid is a little lower than ' lie 1 to -i " M

B's. By symmetry, this holds also for B (i.e., B's best bid is
below A's). Thus, above the stable point, A and B will be ognized by Solinsky. He dealt with it by specifying that
motivated to compete by lowering prices. If A and B have the prices to be used in calculating f(x) are the bids for %
different costs, there will still be a stable point, but it will one-half the total buy. What he did not recognize is that ". .
not be where the prices are equal. the manufacturer can bid a unit price function that will

This, then, realizes the objective of defining a split func- give him the same profit no matter what fraction of the
tion that engenders competition over a reasonable range buy he is given (so long as it's not zero). Lest it be thought
of bids and down to a price near the cost. The function is this is merely hypothetical, consider Figure 10, which
not "optimum" in any well-defined sense. Many other shows superposed on the bids of Figure 10 a bid that yields
functions do as well and are also simpler. But none are a constant profit of $280,000 (based on a unit cost of
simple enough to allow analysis in closed form, so there is $800). This bid is not very different from B's and it cer-"%
no reason to prefer them to equation 12. We could let the tainly doesn't stand out as peculiar or unusual. Given that
subject rest here except that there is a fatal flaw in this a manufacturer can submit a constant-profit bid, then ob- \.".

scheme. viously, no amount of cleverness in specifying a split func- , .
tion will motivate him. He just doesn't care what the split
is.

Why The Is No Solution Is there any remedy for this flaw? One possibility is to
The flaw is that manufacturers do not quote a single require that a single-unit price be bid for a wide range of

unit price for all quantities. Instead, each bidder quotes a quantities, say from 100 percent to 30 percent of the buy.
price for a set of quantities, ranging from a small part of The allocation of the buy would be determined by a func-
the total to the whole buy. In effect, his bid is a function tion such as equation 12 with the modification that if
that describes what his unit price will be as a function of equation 12 would give less than 30 percent to the high ,

the number of units purchased from him. Figure 9 shows bidder, then he is given zero and all the buy goes to the
actual bids for purchase quantities of 360 to 3,500 missile low bidder. This modification avoids the reverse competi- .
components. Certainly this is a complication, as was rec- tion of the 60/40 split. Note that any scheme that does not - ".'-.
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Figure 9. Three ManufacWs 3ids for fect of lowering his bid. Procurement regulations forbid
Unit Price of a Safe-and[) c vice this kind of bidding of one contractor against another for 0

a given contract (at least without the contractors' permis- '..-
sion), but the same effect comes about when two contrac- %1 ,tors bid against one another for successive years' procure-

"-a- ,-ments. They don't know their opponent's bid for the cur- ,-

rent year, but they know what it was for the previous . .. -.

year, and so they will be motivated to beat that price. Of , ....
* course, even in the first year each contractor will make 4 -,."1. -. 't-

!, some estimate of his opponent's bid and adjust his own ac- N
1I . cordingly. But this does not really constitute competition, ." ' '"

because the contractors may each overestimate the other's 'e, .% *' \' a...

cost and so bid high compared to their own cost. If this ." .' .... a

does happen, then the high bidder (who is surprised at not ' "
. . . . . - . U I being the low bidder) will seek to increase his profit the - -

next year by slightly underbidding his competitor. Note ' '. '_
-'g" - - ,-- ,-- -- - - . that it may take several years before the prices are driven '.' X"

WAE,' I down to the stable point..,"',,

Figure 10. Comparison ofa Having stated these two conditions, we may now
answer a question raised earlier. Given that the split func- 'Hypothetical, Constant P* Bid to tion Solinsky cites as an example was such as to engender -

Actual Bids reverse competition (at least up to three times cost), why 2......,..,
,. did the procurement turn out well (total price was 10 per- ""~ ~9 W4. ,, , 6 - &7 , cent lower than government estimates)? The answer is .-.

that both the conditions discussed above were violated.
- : , - Just as they are necessary for competition to take place, so 'a .:|

too are they necessary for reverse competition. In Solin-
- i sky's example the contractors were not told the split func- -

• tion. Thus they might have bid low under the delusion
-, - u',lt4.dt"gIm1-R" ' "that the low bidder would make more profit. After they . .'- '- .

had bid and the split function became at least partially ' " -
known to them, there was no chance for the low bidder to -.. ".".
raise his bid. So the fact that the procurement turned out

.. to be cheaper than estimated is more in spite of the split V_! 1[l1t1VV .
_ than because of it. 'a'.

1 j,,,r.- Philosophy".'.'.."..:,_- "

When one considers the conditions that must hold toprovide for zero allocation will engeuhrse competi- obtain competition between sources; the possibility that ."'- -- ."
tion. one may be eliminated through that very competition; *. i* 1:

So far the discussion has centered oft motive and that even when everything goes as well as possible it may
how it can become a motive for price*lion. The pro- take several years to drive down the price; and that the " ,,..s ," .' ,
cedure for allowing this motive exl has bes left best outcome to be hoped for is a price near the higher of " " -
implicit. I will now try to make it e orderr the the two competitors' costs, it would seem to be extraordi-
competition to work, at least two mut hold. narily difficult to obtain lower prices through competi- r , .
First, the bidders must be aware of funion. If tion. Yet this competition, supposedly, is the unseen hand ,
they are not aware of it they may thattisof which guides the private economy to near ideal efficiency.
a form that engenders reverse comp second, there Why is it so difficult to emulate the private economy inmust be an iteration of the bid. If e npetitor nly government procurements? I don't know the answer, but -. ,",".".,-.'
bids once, without knowing the o then the fact I'm going to philosophize a little and suggest some .,..
that the other underbids him cannot he,, daed ef- possibilities.

Program Manager 6 March-April 1984 * . ,
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It seems to me the difficulty stems from two factors that more. This seems an obvious border for competition, and
often occur together in government two-source procure- in fact, the armed services have tended to purchase more
ments, but seldom in the private sector. These factors are of the less expensive Sidewinder and fewer of the more ex-
that pensive Sparrow. But this has not been used as leverage to
-The producers make identical products, so the only bring down Sparrow prices. The reason such leverage was
competition is in terms of price, not used is that the funding was authorized by missile type .
-There is only a single consumer who will buy from the and then given to separate program managers for acquisi-
source that offers the best value for the price. Other tion (PMAs) for each missile type. Each PMA can
sources will go out of business, because they have no engender competition between two sources for his missile

type, but he is not in a position to trade one type for
another. In the future, there will be even more opportuni-

Consider how these factors occur in the private sector ties for borderline competition between air-to-air missiles.
without inhibiting competition. In Europe, the advanced short-range air-to-air missile is

Products such as eggs and milk are essentially identical, being developed to compete with Sictewinder and Spar-
but the distribution costs are significant, so each producer row. In the United States, the advanced medium-range
can be secure in his share of the local market. Products air-to-air missile is being developed to compete with Spar-
such as beer and cigarettes are also essentially identical, row, Sidewinder, and Phoenix. At the same time, more -
but because there are so many consumers, advertising can advanced versions of Sidewinder and Sparrow, with even
create perceived differences and so obtain a share of the broader envelopes, are being developed. Certainly there I
market for each producer. Both of these market shares de- will be competition among these, but unless policies are
pend on there being multiple consumers. changed it will be merely to select one or two of them to

be the air-to-air missile. After that selection there will be "" "
SEach individual is only a single consumer, yet there is no effectvwatoegnrcmpiin.Isadf kintense competition in selling to him. The competition is n tive way to engender competition. Instead of mak- h-. -

" between different commodities: Shall he buy a Rolls- ing a selection, missiles of different types could be bought, .

Royce or a Mustang? Shall he buy a car or go on vaca- according to their performance and their price, so as to
tion? Shall he pay his ex-wife or his lawyer? If there were provide the best overall combat capability. This would in-
only a single commodity sold by different producers, then volve trade-offs of numbers, performance, and readiness

, he would buy only from the cheapest, and the others within the budget constraint. Of course, it is very likely
W would go out of business. But because the commodities that some types of missiles would be eliminated entirely at -." -...

4 least after a few years, and they would probably be the . "
are not identical, although they may overlap in their uses,
they command different shares of his money. The maker same ones that would have been eliminated by a selection.
of one commodity may increase his share by lowering his The point is that by allowing them to be squeezed out in

this border-line competition, the prices of the survivors;%' wPrice, tbUtehe probablyou ofbsns)Cannot drive anyone else's share will also have been squeezed down. ""-'

down to zero (out of business). wl lohv ensuee on

So it seems that in the private sector there is never this Condsio
direct, head-to-head competition we have been trying to
engender. In the private sector, if products are identical It has been shown that use of a split function of a certain
then there are "safe" markets consisting of local con- form can engender price competition between two sources
sumers or brand loyalists. Considering only a single con- of a single commodity, provided they bid a unit price that
sumer, each commodity he buys fills a different need for holds for the whole range of possible splits. It has also
him and so commands its share of him as a market. Coin- been shown that under the current practice of bidding dif-
petition takes place at the borders between these markets. ferent unit prices for different quantities, it is possible to
One expands, another contracts. If chicken goes down reliably engender competition by splitting the buy.
and beef goes up, I will buy more chicken and less beef,
but I will still buy some beef (and not because I want to private sector and it has been noted that this competition in -th

subsidize beef producers against a possible chicken is commonly for the bigger share of a market in which
,'iA, monopoly). Contractors to the government could also be each competitor has a secure part because of the unique

allowed to compete along borders, instead of head-to- hess of his product. It is proposed that this same kind of
competition, between similar but not identical commodi-

As an example of how government procurement could ties, could be used to drive down prices in government
be made competitive, consider the procurement of air-to- procurements. It would require the development of split -

-e air missiles. In particular, note that as the United States' functions that take into acccount not only price, but also
-e, short-range missile, the Sidewinder, and the medium- performance and readiness. There is now an excellent op-

range missile, the Sparrow, have evolved, the situations in portunity to put this into practice in the procurement of
which they can be used have come to overlap more and air-to-air missiles.

Program Manager 7 March-April 1984
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Counterpoint and Response -
This is a well-written, thought- maximizing strategy if one is en- dual-source competition is difficult at

provoking article that emphatically countered in the first place. best, and that the issue of how to split ). S
presents both the importance and the Therefore, I believe the Solinsky the quantities between the two
difficulty of creating an optimum approach has much greater validity sources is but one of many difficult
scheme for splitting the quantities in a than Meeker attributes to it. While I issues to be wrestled with in executing
ment Whie it pear t o ue othp "u agree with Meeker that any split for- such a strategy.
ment. While it appears to be both mula, including Meeker's, that does Commander Benjamin R. Sellers, SC, USN
logical and mathematically rigorous, not allow for a zero quantity isthe conclusions derived from thenoalo foazeoqntyis|... @

susceptible to "reverse competition," Commander Sellers is an instructor
mathematics are seriously flawed due I feel that we have safeguards in the in DSMC's Business Management
to two faulty assumptions that are Department. His article, "Second
implicit in the arguments. The faulty Sourcing: A Way to Enhance Produc
assumptions are (1) that profit on the tion Competition," appeared in the
current contract is the sole determi- May-June 1983 issue of Program
nant of corporate competitive pricing Manager. ,.- "
strategy and (2) that the government

contracting officer is a passive price- Second- Source
taker who does not scrutinize the con- S c d ou e .M krR od
tractor's price proposal and ag- I am in almost complete agreement
gressively negotiate a fair and o with Commander Sellers' counter-
reasonable price. point. I didn't write the paper to ad- " -'-"

vocate a strategy of procurement
With regard to the assumption competition through pricing. I wrote

about profit, research has clearly it rather as a reductio ad absurdum
shown that profit on the current con- refutation of Solinsky's paper, which
tract, while important, is only one of I thought exaggerated the importance "- ..'

many factors considered in corporate of the split function. My major con-

pricing strategy. (See "So, What Does clusion was that it is impossible to en-

the Defense Contractor Really gender competition with profit as the
Want?" Program Manager, March- form of cost and price analysis and motive by splitting the buy. I am well
April 1983.) Other factors such as negotiation to protect against such an aware of instances in which the ex- --

prestige, gross sales, use of idle occurrence. istence of a second source resulted in -
capacity, future business, etc., may Finally, Meeker's recommendation a drastic price cut by the primary
be more important to the contractor that we compete products against one source. The point of my paper is that
than near-term profit. This reality another (i.e., Sidewinder vs. Spar- such cuts are probably not motivated
tends to invalidate much of Meeker's row; AMRAAM vs. Sidewinder, by profit; hence the form of the split
arguments relative to profit max- Sparrow, and Phoenix; or even A-6 function used has little effect. Corn-
imization as a pricing strategy. That and F-14 vs. F/A-18) has some merit. mander Sellers suggests several possi-
is not to say that a company will But this approach must be used ble motives not directly related to
never use a near-term profit max- cautiously. Increased logistics sup- profit: prestige, future business, and
imization strategy, but such a port costs and/or reduced readiness gross sales. These certainly seem
strategy should not be considered to may cost us much more in the long plausible to me, and I would like to i ,
be universal as the article implies, run than we save by competing hear some discussion of how our pro-

Even if one or both contractors in a similar, but different, systems. Fi- curement policies should relate to
dual-source competition pursued a nally, in this regard, those of us in the them.
low-quantity, high-price profit- acquisition business must always On one point I would like to regis- .

maximizing strategy as suggested by remember that our mission is not to ter disagreement; that is the effective- ..

Meeker, the government contracting acquire what appears to be the ness of the government in recognizing
officer is not likely to act as a passive cheapest mix of weapons, but rather and negotiating away excessive ....,
price-taker. He will probably be quite to support our operating units with prices. The very fact that second-
suspicious of large differences be- the proper mix of weapons to assure source procurements have resulted in
tween the prices offered by the two victory in combat and to provide drastic (up to 40 percent) price cuts 
contractors or of large differences be- these weapons at the lowest fair and by the primary source indicates that
tween the prices offered and the reasonable cost. those prices were excessive. I don't '
government estimate. Negotiation Dual-source competition has many know of any instance of a reverse Magi
with one or both contractors, while proponents and is gaining in pricing strategy by a manufacturer
perhaps not as effective as aggressive popularity because it is perceived as but, as I pointed out, such a strategy ,-..,'. ..
price competition, will serve to an effective means of reducing cost. It would not necessarily stand out as ex- .
minimize the effect of a profit- must be recognized, however, that cessive pricing.

Program Manager 8 March-April 1984 .-t , , .o,
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., .,. ..... Normally, the "-'n-'

..- government inspects
and frequently tests items prior to ac- "

',' ~ceptance. After a government official . ,.

ncreasing emphasis over the signs the DD Form 250 to accept the
past few years on reliable per- items, the risk related to performance
formance and low support cost and the responsibility for mainte-

~~~of weapon systems is reflected nance passes to the government, ex- .', "

in a shift of policy toward in- cept for latent defects, meaning those .- P

creased use of warranties to obtain that could not be reasonably detected
more reliable systems and com- through inspection. '

ponents. Since 1981, the Department
of Defense (DOD) Acquisition Im- A warranty can be purchased when - -

-. provement Program has directed em- economically justified. Warranties
*', phasis on incentives to improve are used to pass on responsibility for ,..--

... reliability and support. In late 1983, repair or replacement within a set
Congress put language in the 1984 warranty period for covered failures - .

DOD Appropriation Act to require of supplies, services, or data.
purchase of a warranty unless DOD

- approves a waiver and notifies the Standard contractual language is
Armed Services and Appropriations available for buying a warranty for
Committees of the intent to waive supplies, systems, services, data, or
warranty requirements. The DOD construction. Contracting officers are .

FY 85 budget request asks for repeal authorized to modify these standard
of this warranty requirement; but clauses as appropriate for a particular

,4 whatever happens to that issue, now procurement. Generally, the war-
is the time for us to review some of ranty must specify the extent of

-X.%. the basic concepts, considerations, coverage to indicate what con-
,! and cost implications of warranties. ponents or characteristics are war- - .

ranted, the time period of warranty,
Basic Concepts the specific responsibilities of the con-

Prior to the 1984 DOD Appropria- tractor, the remedies available to the ;

tion Act, government policy has been government, and the procedure for
not to buy a warranty automatically. processing warranty notice.

Program Manager 9 March-April 1984
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Several special warranty/respon- Application Considerations Duration of the warranty is a key
sibility contract clauses are some- Iissue. It should be long enough to
times used in system acquisition con- For a warranty to be effective, it provide the desired motivation for
tracts. In the logistics support area, must consider the user's environment, delivery of high-quality, low-failure
various warranty efforts have aimed The old joke about the parachute be- items. Once the warranty period is
at reliability, life-cycle support cost, ing guaranteed says a lot for the over, the buyer picks up support re-
mean time between failure (MTBF) uselessness of a warranty to a front- sponsibility, so all support prepara-
and other areas. With early applica- line fighting unit. If a weapon won't tion must be properly planned and

"*' tion and emphasis, such a warranty function in combat, the unit's motiva- ready. As with some appliances, one
-','.. can motivate a contractor to design in tion is to fix it-not to send it back can buy extended warranty protection,

less failure potential so that he will for replacement or cheerfully refund- but it might be smarter to have this
have to spend less to fix items during ed money. priced in advance, with competition.
the warranty period. One example of The contractor must also be con- I .0
this concept is the reliability improve- cerned about the environment. Un- Cost Implications .
ment warranty (RIW), where the con- certainty over the skill levels of per- Competition is a poweiful tool to

* tractor has contractual responsibility sonnel handling the equipment makes both reduce warranty cost and im-
for design, production, and initial contractors uneasy, because mishan- prove performance. Planning for
support on a fixed-price type of con- dling or improper use will cause competition with selectively appliedtract. An RIW may be used with an failures. Contractual language has to warranties, where they make sense,
MTBF guarantee specifying achieve- be included to indicate use and condi- can provide significant cost benefits.
ment of specific MTBF goals at par- tions that will or will not be covered. W p f wrts oa"'.'" ~We pay for warranties. Contrac- . _-
ticular times, with specific contrac- Perhaps warranty coverage should be tors can be expected to charge accord-
tual consequences for failure to meet restricted to certain units at certain
the required goal. controlled locations. If this were the rnt orrecis the ol s ayn "If

case, contractors would price theranty corrections. The old saying, "Ifyou want it bad you'll get it bad," ap-
ther special clauses are selec- warranty lower, yet they would still plies to estimating and agreeing on
tively applied to specify con- be motivated to produce items with warranty prices. Time should be
tractor responsibility for low/no failures, taken to determine where the risks are
system performance. In Pipeline time and contractor repair and what should or should not be
some cases, one prime con- time are major concerns with war- done to mitigate the cost risk on the

tractor is integrating major com-cotaor
poen.tra rs b eing elopedm aricou- ranty items that must be shipped back contractor.ponents being developed by various to a contractor's plant for repair. Ad- The positive side of warranty cost rt,'
other contractors as government- ditionally, sufficient extra units must is that, once established, there can be

-" furnished equipment (GFE). If the be available for spares. Some offices less delay later in arguing fault and
prime contractor agrees that the GFE have structured language to incen- negotiating a contract deal to have
performance specification is ade- tivize contractors for a low maximum repairs done. There is a lesser require-
quate, a Total Systems Performance allowable average repair-turnaround ment for future program dollars to
Responsibility (TSPR) clause is often time. correct problems, since many are
written to put full responsibility on covered by the warranty. ... -,

the prime to correct any performance Changes in a system are a big con-
problems within the contract price. sideration, because they may affect Administrative costs of contracting ..-.-.

,,..- Where the GFE has lower risk, such the warranty price. Where we desire for and later managing a warranty ,.. .
as when previously developed, and changes to lower life-cycle costs, the can easily be higher than initial
with a mature specification, program program will need carefully thought- estimates if the contractor is nervous
offices sometimes use integration out language to encourage, yet con- about the risk and extent of potential
responsibility clauses to ensure that trol, changes. warranty notices. -,
the GFE components are properly in-
tegrated without creating any Type of contract must be con- Doing It
degradation in the GFE performance. sidered in evaluating probable Putting warranty language . .

• Such a clause is called Total System benefits of warranty coverage. Nor- together requires good strategy plan-
Integration Responsibility (TSIR). mally, we consider a warranty to be ning between requirements, logistics.These special clauses are all written on a firm-fixed-price basis where the contracts, and budget personnel.
and selectively applied for particular contractor fixes defects at no increase Help from those with experience is
contracts. Corrections, as with other in price. Warranties may, however, always useful. The Air Force has
types of warranties, are at no increase be applied in incentive contracts established a Product Performance
in contract price, where both parties are sharing in Agreement Center (ASD/PM-PPAC)

..r,,_ costs. For cost-reimbursement en- at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
--. . .vironments, the application and Ohio, to collect and share informa-

E Mr. Beck is a Professor of In- benefits of a proposed warranty tion on various warranties. , .
dustrial Management in the Business should be carefully questioned. With thoughtful planning, use of -
Management Department, School of Separate performance incentives may an appropriate warranty can help us
Systems Acquisition Management, at provide the desired improvements obtain more reliable, higher-quality
DSMC. * without an extra warranty. systems.
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)k efense logisticians can learn a P1 AS lot about successfully achiev-
ing ahigh degreeofste

.. support and readiness by .. J !---_ CalCEL--
S... studying the biblical account

of the Tower of Babel. It is a fasci-
nating, if brief, story of ancient devel-
opment and production effort. -e n__.

A--.ilab It SG&I

After the great flood, the Bible tells
us that "The whole world had one y I -J.d10-
language and a common speech." The
people agreed upon a common goal
of a city "with a tower that reaches to
the heavens." Their research and
testing indicated that brick and tar
were more reliable building materials
than the alternative stone and mor-
tar. And so they proceeded through
the early program milestones with
minimal schedule and cost variances i
because they had effective communi-
cations, total consensus on their
goals, and successful confirmation -

that they were using good production
materials and techniques. The Lord
recognized their success, but was dis-
pleased with their motives. He noted
that "If as one people speaking the C--ff -
same language they have begun to do -' ,-

"

this, then nothing they plan to do wil NI
be impossible for them." God decided
he had to kill the program. His ' '
method was simply to "confuse their §

language so they will not understand -, -
each other." With their communica- -4 f
tions rendered ineffective, cooper- I
ation became impossible. They aban- --

doned the project and retitled the
.tower "Babel" (which means con- I
fusion).

"--3
SI



As in the Tower of Babel, it is needs and desires. The LSA marriage all R&M requirements, plans, and
critical in a defense program that peo- of the logistics and engineering dis- changes. He needs to bring the relia-
pie in the differing disciplines corn- ciplines is a forced one. Consensus is bility, maintainability, and logistics
municate with one another. But it not automatic, and is probably not building blocks together, because his
doesn't take long to realize that each even achievable. Consensus, then, tower rises or falls on how well they
discipline has its own jargon and ob- has to be replaced by control. fit. He needs to monitor the contrac-
jectives. Sometimes it appears we Logistics for our modem "tower" tor's progress. He should insist on .0
don't really want to communicate be- must be built with more viable con- seeing all reliability and main-

cause our goals are so different. The trol points within the contractor and tainability reports and get a monthly
design engineer wants toe r prHe government program offices. The summary of all supportability change ...-.

tional hardware on the ramp.h time has arrived for the contractor to requests with a record of their
wants it to outperform anything include, within his program office, a disposition.
we've seen before, and he wants to supportability manager with equiva- "

" his me nend wth h lent status to the program engineer. long with fine-tuning corn-
"foggy" is more concerned with how The supportability manager should munication and applying
mfenet histe edis aond but. hed entsttuoften the system is going to need serv- be responsible for the three functional controls where consensus is"" icing or will break; how long it takes,.-.-.."

areas of logistics, reliability, and difficult to achieve, the de- . ,

to test, service, or repair; and how maintainability. He (or she) should be fense logistician must con-
much it will cost for the next 20 years in place early in the demonstra- firm that the results meet the ob-
to keep it operational. The logistician tion/validation phase if not already jectives. The old, established system -,
who claims he understands and cancomuclate th udesignd en nrs present in concept exploration. By the of waiting until the design and proto-
communicate with design engineers time detailed design is begun, he type fabrication are complete before

is should have a staff of highly active testing reliability and maintainability
deluding himself and is therefore inef- maintainability engineers, reliability has not resulted in highly supportablefective, or he is an invaluable asset to """"''-ftve poram an ialuable gase t engineers, and logistics managers. "towers." It is important to have ear-

jealously. The more common situa- The supportability staff should be ly confirmation of reliability and
working closely with the design maintainability design success. We

tion is one in which the logistician at- engineers, reviewing each drawing, should use extensive modeling of the

himself in a modern version of attending design review meetings, thermal and vibration environment. , .
" Babmel."f caorse, anveninee and recommending supportability We need to allocate sufficient time
wouater te, an echanges as required. The supportabil- and funds to perform bum-in of com-
culb iter the a' beating than ity manager should have disapproval ponents, subassemblies, and assem-
climb into the loggies' tower for a authority on any design or design blies in order to find reliability prob-
logistics summit conference. They change. Only the program manager lems early and fix them while costs

. speak different languages; they have or higher authority should be able to are still relatively low. We should re-
different objectives; they want to test override his veto if the program quire the contractor to use built-in-
different system characteristics; they engineer and supportability manager test in checking out his breadboard
come from totally different cannot agree. electronics and factory test equip-
backgrounds. Within the government, a similar ment. We should ask for a built-inT.. I he basic tools for bringing theposition would be desirable; how- test effectivity demonstration on one,.logistics and engineering f.hefistdeelpmntsytes.-e

ever, it would be more difficult to ob- of the first development systems. Lettogether are already in he tam. The Air Force has attempted to reliability qualification tests and
Themove reliability and maintainability maintainability demonstration sim-

,port Planinto the logistics area, but DOD has ply prove to the operational world
document, and it is needed early on. resisted this movement. Further, the what we have worked hard to design,
It should receive full engineering re- latest DODD 5000.39 still excludes build, and prove to ourselves..-'.
view and consensus. It should clearly reliability and maintainability from Throughout each phase of the pro-
state supportability requirements the logistics elements, but has added gram, the defense logistics manager -

such as built-in-test (BIT) effectivity, "design interface" to address the must periodically step back and
mean time to repair (MTTR), mean critical relationship between logistics evaluate his effort. How good is the
time between failures (MTBF), mean and engineering disciplines such as communication of logistics require-
time between maintenance (MTBM), R&M. It is incumbent upon the depu- ments? How adequate is the logistics P .
and operational availability. I ty program manager for logistics to contro or influence of the system
should address how those parameters review and insist on coordination of design and production process? How
should be achieved and tested. reewadissoncodntoofdsgadpoutonrcssHwlogisicsd es te analysis Major Merchant is an instrutor timely and sufficient is the confirma- .

The logistics support analysis N Major Merchant is an instructor in tion of supportability parameters? ,

(ISA) is another tool that we can use the Technical Management Depart- These assessments could make the
to help build a strong tower-if gov- ment, School of Systems Acquisition
ernmnent engineers and logisticians Education, at DSMC. He is a gradu- differences between fielding a system
apply it sensibly, and if contractor ate of PMC 83-2, and this "think that towers over its predecessors in
engtners and logisticians use it con- piece" was written in partial fulfill- supportability and readiness, as op-
- cientiously in an integrated manner ment of the requirements of that posed to a system that only becomes
where each understands the other's course.l a modern "'ower of Babel."y

' ProgTW Mamo er 12 March-April 1984
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The U.S. Army War College Curriculum for
;.1, .-

Research, Development, and Acquisition

What Are We Telling Army War College Students
About Acquisition Management?

Lieutenant Colonel Gerald L. Pauler, USA

Army War College graduates are
assigned to positions where their un-
derstanding of military management --
systems contributes significantly to
mission accomplishment. During
their academic year, what do they
learn about the systems for research,
development, and acquisition

Common Overview Instruction
For academic year 1984, the Army

War College curriculum includes ten
major courses of instruction that
make up the common overview. The
courses are organized to support four
general themes: The Professional; k
National Security Policy; Preparation
for War; and Conduct of War.
Course five, "Leadership of the Army
and Management of its Supporting

"K' Systems," has the specific educational
objective of preparing students to
command, lead, manage, and staff I-P, ,
principal Army organizations and

S systems. ThirscurSeaddresses "how Headquarters of the U.S. Army War College, located at Carlisle Barracks, Pa.
S. the Army runs" and is the one

uniquely Army course in the common used to apply previous experience as tional structure, policy, and proce-
overview. The Department of Coin- well as current instruction to realistic dures is presented to provide a forum "" ." "
mand, Leadership, and Management analytical methodology, for discussion of specific aspects of
is responsible for this 5-week course. Seminar Instruction the Life-Cycle System Management ,y
Here, all students receive instruction Model. The overview is based on stu-

. on Army management systems, Each year's War College resident dent briefings on Army Regulation I%
which include the research, develop- class consists of about 250 students, 1000-1, "Basic Policies for Systems
ment, and acquisition system and the divided into seminar groups of 15 or Acquisition"; Army Regulation 70-1,
Army logistics system. The instruc- 16 students for classroom instruction "Army Systems Acquisition Policy
tion is presented in three modes: de- and interpersonal exchange. About and Procedures"; DOD Directive
scriptive seminars, guest lectures, and 75 percent are from the Army. The 5000.1, "Major Systems Acquisi-
case-event exercises. remainder includes a few government tions"; and DOD Instruction 5000.2,

civilians, representatives of the other "Major Systems Acquisition Pro-
orie.Ted suprin lecres focuss- services and the reserve components, cedures." The specific aspects dis-
.oriented. Supporting lectures focus and a dozen or so select military rep- cussed are the determination of mis-

on current issues. The case studies are resentatives of foreign nations. Semi- sion needs and the concept-based re-

nar instruction is faculty-led and de- quirements system; preplanned prod- I.,-pO
ULieutenant Colonel Pauler is a signed to describe how Army systems uct improvement; reliability, availa-
member of the Department of Con- operate and interface, In the research, bility, and maintainability; and de-
mand, Leadership, and Management development, and acquisition system velopmental and operational testing.
at the U.S. Army War College.u seminar, an overview of organiza- A chart of Life-Cycle System Man-

Program Manager 13 March-April 1984
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agement Model (see illustration) pro-
vides a focal point for understanding -
the flow of documents, decisions, de- -- --
cision reviews, and testing that takes
place during the four acquisition
phases of concept exploration, dem-
onstration and validation, full-scale "'

- , development, and production and de- "
ployment. Integrated logistics sup-
port is introduced at this point as a
transition to a seminar on the Army ,

- Logistics System.

The logistics system seminar ties in
with the research, development, and
acquisition system seminar by exam-
ining how the total Army (active and
reserve components) is properly
equipped, adequately sustained, and
efficiently modernized. Learning ob- _-
jectives include understanding the
basic structure and management War gaming is an important part of the Army War College curriculum. In
process used to provide responsive lo- these exercises the students learn to use the products of the acquisition process,
gistic support. Emphasis is placed on to which they are also given an introduction.
materiel system fielding plans and in-
tegrated logistics support involved At the conclusion of the lectures, ulty instructors act as Headquarters,
with modernizing the force. the students should understand the Department of Army, or other agen-

current issues affecting materiel cies as required.Following these process-oriented system management structures and
seminar periods, lectures focus on processes. This knowledge is then ap- Central points to be developed dur-
materiel system management issues, plied to case studies. ing case analyses include answering '

the following questions: "What are '-
Lectures Materiel System the major commands' positions on

The Deputy Chief of Staff for Re- Fielding Exercise force integration and its effect on
search, Development, and Acquisi- Case studies using examples from distribution, facilities, and mainte-
tion and the Deputy Chief of Staff for the Bradley Fighting Vehicle System nance?'; "Can the various manage-
Logistics provide their viewpoints on program provide an exercise empha- ment systems deal effectively with
materiel system management issues to sizing the acquisition, distribution, current problems while developing a
the entire class. A joint question-and- and sustainment of major new sys- proactive management strategy for
answer period is held so that students tems. Seminar subgroups organize to dealing with future problems?"; and
can explore selected areas in greater role-play force modernization efforts "Are current fielding/sustainment ,....
depth. undertaken by the U.S. Army Devel- systems capable of effectively react-

opment and Readiness Command ing to real-time change brought aboutThe learning objectives for this pe- (DARCOM), the U.S. Army Forces by extensive influence such as con-
riod include becoming familiar with Command (FORSCOM), and the gressional budget reviews and shifts
current materiel system philosophy U.S. Army Europe (USAREUR). Fac- in political alignments?"
and techniques as well as issues in- 

P'O

. volved with research and develop- Life Cycle System Management Model (LCSMM)
ment funds. Understanding current
trends, capabilities, and limitations is s--- T -
inherent to the lectures. Central j v i' ,.

"', points to be answered during the lec- Y A "
tures include "What materiel system r---- . .- .
issues will require the most manage- , ,"., > .

4", • ment attention in the next few "
!p years?"; "How well is the materiel "

system absorbing the increased flux : ':

"  of new equipment?"; and "Is equal
emphasis being given to (1) obtaining "
system performance, schedule, and N ....

. cost objectives, and (2) attaining reli- '

ability, availability, and maintaina- 4

bility goals and integrated logistics
, support?"

-- Program Manager 14 March-April 1984
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*. The exercise builds on all previous ~ "The U.S. Army War College con- '

instruction and helps the student de- ducts several optional lecture pro-
velop a better understanding of field grams, one of which is entitled

ing and sustaining new equipment. "Brehon Burke Somervell Manage
ment Lecture Series." This series of

Instructional Support Materials lectures aids the students in develop-
ing and expressing an enlightened 0

An important backup to all instruc- * balanced, management philosophy
tion on Army systems is Army Corn- One of the lectures for this academi
mand and Management Theory and year was given by Raymond C.
Practice, a reference text for the De- Tower, President of FMC, the primepartment of Command, Leadership, . i . ..,
aMment. omman Lederhis p, U I'.. ~contractor for the Bradley Fighting
and Management. This text is up-
dated each year and sent to all Army cani cxp,.- - dtcriA Vehicle System. Mr. Tower is in a 0 7

unique position to explain materielgeneral officers. It has 29 chapters ; .. ,: .....
dvtdtudrtnigo th systems management from the con-devoted to understanding how the tractor's perspective. "."" .

Army runs. Three of them are direct- tracto'spersective -,I

ly related to the materiel system: S-Ik'%1 m, !s,
"Materiel System-Research, Devel- Advanced Courses

opment and Acquisition," "Materiel Following the common overview,
System-Logistics Policy and Pro- in the 10-week advanced course
cedure," and "Materiel System-Lo- phase, Army War College students
gistics Operations." Other chapters are able to concentrate additional
such as 'The System View of Organi-
zations," "Army Planning, Program- tion. This text emphasizes the com- study on specific subjects. Students
ming, Budgeting and Execution," and plexity of Army management and the o de co e rmally is ase
"Army Decision System Technology" importance of understanding hori- offered. The choice normally is based

also contribute to understanding zontal as well as vertical linkages be- on extending professional develop
research, development, and acquisi- tween systems. It makes clear that the ment in preparation for future assign
tion processes. greatest challenge facing the Army is ments. Upon graduation, about 20

the simultaneous reorganization and percent of the Army students can ex-
The chapter on research, develop- equipment modernization efforts cur- pcasdirectly

ment, and acquisition examines the rently under way. Each case study involved with materiel system man-
system using the following logic: event is interoven in order to gain a agement. A much higher percentage

-Determine and document the better understanding of how deci- of students will be in positions that
needs. sions in one system affect other Army are affected by the acquisition proc
-Obtain funds. systems. Background material in- ess. There is incentive to choose ad-

-Conduct research and develop- cludes articles on "Army 86," 'The vanced courses dealing with those

ment. Concept Based Requirements Sys- topics.

-Acquire hardware. tem-The Bradley Fighting Vehicle The Research, Development, and
-Conduct tests. Case," and "New Clout for Mecha- Acquisition Management advanced
-Assess progress. nized Infantry: The M2 and Airland course examines the entire research,

2000 Tactics." development, and acquisition system.
The Army's Office of the Deputy Other special programs support in- It begins with a focus on Department
Chief of Staff for Research, Develop- struction. A videotape and brochure of Defense and Army policies and
ment, and Acquisition provides pri- explaining the latest status of the principles. Specific sessions are de-
mary information for updatingthsO
maptr. Theormatrnow u inludhis Department of Defense Acquisition voted to current combat develop-
chapter. The chapter now includes a Improvement Program, developed by ments and the concept-based require-
section on industrial preparedness. the Defense Systems Management ments system. Selected acquisition
Future versions will also include more College, is an important complemen- programs for weapon systems and
on the concept-based requirements tary instructional effort. Thi& combat support systems are dis-
system as a result of emphasis frim videotape explains in detail the six cussed. In conjunction with the Proj-
the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine consolidated acquisition improve- ect/Program Management course, a p - *'O
Command (TRADOC). ment program initiatives emphasized field trip is taken to Aberdeen Prov-

The primary reference for the case by former Deputy Secretary of De- ing Ground, Md., for a look at cur-
event exercises is Force Integration, a fense Paul Thayer: program stability, rent development and operational
Department of Command, Leader- multiyear procurement, economic testing programs. Another joint ses-
ship, and Management special text. production rates, realistic budgeting, sion is devoted to understanding the
This text was developed to assist ac- improved support and readiness, and proper relationship between govern . ..

complishment of five force integra- encouragement of competition. ment and industry. The course is con- 'O
tion case study events: Background, Videotapes such as these, combined cluded with a presentation by the
Authorization Documentation, Man- with optional lectures, contribute Army Deputy Chief of Staff for Re- ''.

ning/Training, Materiel Systems significantly to student understanding search, Development, and Acquisi-Fielding, and Installation Moderniza- of acquisition processes. tion.

Program Manager 15 March-April 1984
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The Research, Development, and esses, and consideration of key de- sights for updating instructional su,- -
Acquisition Management course tense and congressional issues in on- port materials and advanced courses .
complements the Project/Program going programs. Input also comes from the Defense
Management advanced course, which Systems Management College, the In-
addresses materiel management con- edustrial College of the Armed Forces,
cepts from the viewpoint of the proj- Today's Army is committed to the and a host of Army organizations, in-
ect manager. The Project/Program acquisition of new and better equip- cluding the Training and Doctrine
Management advanced course is most ment. With this commitment has Command and the Materiel Develop--.
directly related to the Research, De- come an increase in funding for re- ment and Readiness Command.
velopment, and Acquisition Manage- search and development, along with
ment advanced course. Its objective is increased procurement funding. The Sh ise uprf r
to convey understanding of the func- Army War College faculty in the Such widespread support fosters

tions, responsibilities, and environ- Department of Command, Leader- continuing development of that por-
ment of project management and to ship, and Management is intensely tion of the U.S. Army War College
provide the opportunity to apply aware of the importance of materiel curriculum devoted to understanding
management techniques to the solu- system management subjects in the the complex processes involved in
tion of problems encountered by pro- curriculum. Reactions from current research, development, and acquisi ...
gram managers. The course covers students and Army War College tion of modern weapon systems.
the concept of program management, graduates have been very helpful in It is through such understanding ,
its history and rationale, related refining elements of this instruction, that the purpose of the U.S. Army
DOD and DA policies, the acquisi- Members of the Office of the Deputy War College is achieved-"Not to
tion plan, integrated logistics sup- Chief of Staff for Research, Develop- promote war but to preserve peace by
port, and Army and Defense Systems ment, and Acquisition provide input intelligent and adequate preparation
Acquisition Review Council proc- to instruction as well as important in- to repel aggression."

Defense System Management CWffege

lob The Defense Ss..-,t f.W is nwserng th euatonlnedso
f L-- A" .A%•
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Discounted
as a Means of Evaluating

Multiyear Procurement Requests
Major Mark E. Lacaillade, USAF

he use of multiyear procure- equipment are necessary for the con- is high and one would use a higher -' "
ment (MYP) is being empha- tinued growth of a company. discount rate than when inflation is ..

sized by DOD to promote the low.) .""" stble acuisiton of eapon Net Present Value and.. -...st bl cq iito o-ea o The calculation of the discount rate
.- systems. Both the "Carlucci Internal Rate of Return is another area where assumptions
Initiatives" and the subsequent Two basic techniques of discounted have to be made. Ideally, the dis- i-- .;*
Thayer memo have highlighted this cash flow are used to analyze capital count rate should be the cost of capi-
strategy. According to Deputy Secre- alternatives: net present value (NPV) tal that a firm would see in the mar-
tary Carlucci in his May 1, 1981, and internal rate of return (IRR). In- ketplace. In other words, if the firm

.. "Policy on MYP" memorandum, in ternal rate of return is not appropri- can borrow money at 10 percent (and
justifying the use of MYP, the serv- ate in the government environment; the company can obtain all the funds
ices have to demonstrate "reasonable thus, I will concentrate on NPV. it needs at 10 percent), then this is the
assurance that cost estimates and an- discount rate it should use. The use of
ticipated cost avoidance are realistic." Net present value is a technique in

Recent congressional actions in deny- which the present value of future NPV also assumes the company has

ing the majority of MYP requests streams of income, minus the cost of the opportunity to invest the initial .- '

show that the services have not con- the investment, is calculated using an cost of the project, and the futuresh w t a h e viea e n t c n stream s of incom e from the project," "" '

*,. , vinced Congress that savings are ade- appropriate cost of capital. Present sesfnm r te oc

quate. value is defined as the amount of in other investments at the cost of
money one would need now to gener- capital rate. *

Traditionally, the services have ate a future stream of money at an ap- The estimates of the future streams
used constant-dollar and then-year- propriate interest rate (cost of of money are also subject to assump-

•*" dollar measures to estimate cost sav- capital). This interest rate is some- tions. Sales forecasts, cost of materi-
ings: In this paper, I wil look at using times called the "discount" rate; thus als, labor, overhead, depreciation, '. -

discounted cash flow as a way to the term "discounted cash flow." The salvage value, and tax effects are
evaluate MYP requests, an idea that commercial world uses NPV to decide some things that have to be estimated

oisn't new, but that deserves further on capital investment opportunities. several years into the future. A par- -
development. I will briefly review the If the NPV of any project is greater ticularly difficult area to forecast is
concept of discounting, cover the as- than zero, it will add value to the the inflation effect on material, labor, *-.

sumptions necessary for its use in the company and should be undertaken. and the cost of money. Sensitivity ." '
' commercial world, its application in However, there are usually more analyses are often done to determine

.the government environment and, fi projects to undertake with positive if variability in the input data affects
nally, some recommendations on its NPVs than there is money to pay for the calculated NPV to an appreciable ,. ,..
use in MYP requests. them, so NPV is used to rank proj- degree.

-'- .'- ects. Those with the highest NPVs get" "
Discounted Cash Flow e espite all this, NPV is a .'. ".. .- selected for investment, oeflcnetrte". "-.-.

The basics of discounting are well Of course, many assumptions are commercial world, is well
known in the commercial world made when this analysis is done. In understood, and is in wide-
where the time-value of money has to the next section, I will examine these spread use. It is not, how-
be considered in the analysis of capi- assumptions. ever, used to any great extent in
tal budgeting decisions. Sound deci- gvn tals.nhnxe• "' " government analyses. In the next sc-
sions on the acquisition of capital tion, we will look at the application
-- Major Lacailade is a Program Ele- Assumptions for Use of NPV in the government environ-

A ment Monitor in the Avionics One assumption in NPV analysis is ment.
'I" Development Division, Directorate that all costs are in current dollars.

of Development and Production, at The concept of base-year dollars is Government Applications , .
HQ USAF. He is a graduate of PMC not used. Inflation also is accounted The concept of opportunity cost
83-2, and this "think piece" was writ- for in the interest rate, or discount should be addressed first. Is it reason-
ten in partial fulfillment of the re- rate, that is used in the calculations, able to assume that the government

% quirements of that course. E (If inflation is high, the cost of money has the opportunity to invest money

Program Manager 17 March-April 1984
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in a manner similar to the commercial ,,, . dollar estimate and inflate that with a

world' One must first decide who is - : " ,! single set of indices mandated by the
making the decisions. Since Congress-, ' Office of Management and Budget.

.has MYP approval authority, we This usually leads to out-year esti-
, .~% should equate them to the decision- ' mates even more inaccurate than in-

making level for capital projects in a dustry's. O1
company. If we do that, one could It appears that the issue of actual
argue that, indeed, there is an oppor- tual "savings" for an MYP are not savings is an example of the adver- ".."
tunity for Congress to make invest- what the services are promoting, and sarial role between DOD and Con-
ments. If Congress does not make the thus the services are misleading the gress and is a symptom of a larger
investment in MYP &or a weapon Congress on the value of MYP. I con- issue-whether Congress wishes to

. .~ " system, it can take the difference in tend that because of the nature of the
cost between the MYP and regular budget process, the difference be- give up the control it now has over .

. '- procurement and apply it to (invest it tween NPVs cannot be construed as weapon system acquisition. via the

in) some other budget item, whether the true savings (or cost avoidance) out-year savings that do nothing to
within the DOD budget or in a social on the program. The process requires out-year g t d otigt

solve current-year budget and deficitprogram. On the other hand, because DOD to come in each year to request problems.
of the pressures on Congress to lower the budget authority to do that year's
government spending and reduce effort. This is true even under MYP. Summary " ,.
deficits, one might argue that the Congress does not create a sinking Tesodcudahl
short-term (year-by-year) budget fund at the beginning of a program to The use of discounted cash flow

- process would lead Congress to look cover future-year outlays; each year analysis in the form of net present

at an MYP comparison not as an op- is dealt with as it comes up. The NPV value is of use in pointing out the rel- '-". . -

portunity to "invest" the difference should be used as it is in industry-to ative merits of an MYP program vice

.. , elsewhere, but as an opportunity not rank alternatives and not to estimate a standard procurement approach.

to spend the difference at all. savings. Remember, in the commer- Because of the nature of the budget

If one assumes that an NPV cial world any NPV greater than zero process, the use of NPV to determine
analysis is useful, the next question adds value to the company. Thus, an "savings" (or cost avoidance) and to

sbecomes what discount rate to use. NPV analysis that shows an MYP al- quantify the savings is inappropriate.

David S. C. Chu, Director, Program ternative having a smaller NPV than In addition, special care must be

Analysis and Evaluatioa, Office of the standard method is good, no mat- taken in estimating accurately the

the Secretary of Defense, has sug- ter what the value of the NPV dif- out-year expenses because of the sen-

gested, when all else fails, "use 10 per- ference. The comparison most closely sitivity of changes in the out-year l"'d '

cent." This is a reasonable suggestion, associated with the true savings is the numbers to the present value number.

" since the U.S. Treasury must "bor- comparison between current dollars if Recommmendat"ons
.row" money in the commercial mar- a realistic inflation rate is used. /
ket by selling T-bills, and the rate has Therefore, NPV cannot be used by it- I would recommend that program
hovered around 10 percent lately. self, but must be shown in combina- offices use an NPV analysis presented

tion with the current-dollar analysis- on the same page as the current-dollar
One should also keep in mind that, The current procedures also call for a estimates. I would also recommend a

* . in contrast to a civilian-world capital separate analysis to estimate inflation sensitivity analysis by the program
,., project, there would not be cash in- savings (or cost avoidance). This is office using pessimistic and optimistic

.flows in the out-years, but cash ex- useful to a certain extent, but care out-year numbers (not to be included '.

penditures. Thus, the NPV that is must be taken in what inflation rates in the formal MYP request, but avail-
best becomes the smaller of the pres- are used, The MYP requests should able as back-up data). The narrative
ent value numbers. Also, the compar- not (and cannot, by policy) be based accompanying the MYP request
(oSn is not among weapon systemS on inflation savings alone, should point out the relative nature of '

(DOD capital projects) but between the NPV analysis, and should caution
two methods of contracting for the One might also argue that if you in- the NPV numers a an" sme eapn sste. W ar thre-flate a constant-dollar estimate to get against using the NPV numbers as an

same weapon system. We are there- findicator of true cost avoidance. The
fore making the assumption that we current dollars (as DOD does it), and T-bill rate should be used for the dis-
are going to buy the system, and are then discount the current dollars topercent is accept-
trying to decide if we are willing to get a present value, you are back to cou nth rate tprnt is aept-per-
spend more money up-front to get something like constant dollars. able with the rate staying in the8 per- '

out-year savings. However, the discount rate used is cent to 12 percent range. Finally, the
greater than the inflation rate, be- program office should attempt to get

his leads to what I feel is the cause the cost of capital includes pre- permission to use realistic inflation
main issue in the use of NPV in miums for inflation and the risk in- indices when conducting MYP and

NPV analyses. "-"'"
MYP analysis. The issue is the volved. Thus, constant dollars are NP.anlyes
question of the true savings (or not the same as discounted current These recommendations would al-
cost-avoidance) in going with dollars. In addition, the government low the use of NPV in a manner con- . ..

the MYP vice the traditional procure- does not estimate out-year expenses sistent with the commercial world,
ment method. Discounted cash flow the same way industry does. The and would make a stronger case to
is often touted as showing that the ac- DOD method is to use a constant- Congress for the MYP approach.u .-
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Patricia M. Gaynor

33 e are living in what has ognize nor share common interests, ,Xhe message we want to convey
been called "The Informa- which means we could not easily co- may consist of thoughts, feel-
tion Age." New technolo- operate in achieving mutual goals. ings, or ideas. Regardless of its
8ies are truly revolutioniz- The following words encapsulate this content, the message must be

gin the way we communi- important fact: "With communica- reduced to a code. It follows
cate. Unfortunately, there is a risk tion, we can have civilization; with- that the coding scheme used must be , -,
that we will concentrate too much of out it, we can't. It is as simple as understood by both the sender and
our attention on the exciting things that."' the receiver. A classic example of an . -

that are happening in the fields of effective, though meager, coding
computers and communications scheme that served its intended pur-
technology and not enough on those pose well was the command language
prosaic communications media that used by the Imperial Austrian Army
have served us so well in the prior to 1918. It consisted of not more V -ON .

past-and that continue to serve us -,, than 200 action words, each with
today. The presentation of textual only one meaning. The language was
and graphic material is so common devised to provide essential commu-
that we often fail to recognize the bar- nication in a polyglot army whose ." ."

riers we create-sometimes with the officers and men spoke a variety of
help of new technologies-that blunt languages . 4

our messages and confuse and The medium, that is, the vehicle or
discourage the recipients. This paper method used to convey the message,
examines these more familiar infor- will also color the message and ulti-
mation transfer modes in the light of Communication is a complex activ- mately influence its effect. A memo-
the total communications process and ity. It has many interconnected ad- randum written in tired prose will not
points out some of our more common vances. The process of communica- create the same reaction as a tersely
errors. Although I do not profess to tion involves "four equally important worded oral message presented at a
describe all possible remedies here, I parts: the communicator, the mes- hastily called meeting at the work
will attempt to shed some light on the sage, the medium, and the recipient. "I site. A television speech replete with
problem areas. Perhaps it may Too often we attach importance only sophisticated visuals will have a dif-
prompt some communicators to de- to the message, with perhaps a nod to ferent impact from the same message
vote more care and consideration to the medium ("Shall we call or printed in the newspaper. On the
the design and presentation of the write?"). The communicator and the other hand, it is not wise to attempt IV ,*
printed word and other graphic mate- recipient are given scant notice. to convey verbally complex messages
rials. The communicator enters the proc- via television, because television
The Nature of Communication ess in many ways. He is, first, the viewers are accustomed to snatching " "

originator of the message. The way meaning from visual images.,
The ability to communicate, to he conveys the message will demon- The recipient is the player who

transfer ideas from mind to mind, is a strate how confident he is of his com- "makes or breaks" the communica- 4%
fundamental aspect of humanity. mand of the subject; how convinced tions process. Until he accepts the
Some would go so far as to say, "We he is of the validity and significance message and makes its meaning
are human because we can communi- of his message; how urgently he "common" between himself and the
cate."' Communication is certainly wishes to inform, or persuade, or sender, no communication occurs. --. ,-.
the essence of civilization. Without even control, his audience; and how "The communicator speaks or writes
communication we could neither rec- sensitive he is to the capabilities, the or sings-but he does not communi-

prior knowledge, and perceptions of cate. Indeed, he cannot communi- .-' S
MMs. Gaynor is Director, Director- the intended recipients. This will be cate. He can only make it possible, or
ate of Document Services, at the De- reflected not only in his actual phras- impossible, for a recipient-or rather, %
fense Technical Information Center, ing, but also in his non-verbal com- 'percipient'-to perceive."6 If the pur- Z.
Alexandria, Va. 0 munication. pose of communication for a manager
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is influence, he must first solicit the and inexpensive.",, Its permanence is
cooperation of his intended not threatened by a power outage.
audience. 7 Each recipient brings his The printed page has limitations, of

own perceptions, or "filters" to the p u r n te c o g o f .'
communications process and will re- N .i icourse. The newer technologies of.- ....

cndelectronics and micrographics exceed
spond in a unique way to the various i ........ I its capabilities in storage density, .

modes of imagery. The verbal man ''' . data manipulation, and speed of
will respond primarily to words, the transmission. The printed word,
visual man to pictorial or diagram- however, does not depend on ma-
mtoime fors gestre Akillftetl cm-n how........A....... cesbetvn ier a osn te peson.a
matic forms, and the kinesthetic man .chinery or special training to make it
tom im rg sueuA sklf l c r-I accessible to any literate person. "' " "

municator who believes in his mes- Most people, when ordering a docu-
sage and truly cares about getting it , .,..- ment from a collection that is stored
across will neither demand nor expect in microform, will request a paper
each member of his audience to be copy even if it costs a little more.
"his kind of man." If possible, he will .... Clearly, neither microfiche nor com-
adapt himself and his message to ac- -.. puter screen displays meet all the
commodate them all. demands for convenience, light

weight, low cost, and credibility that .

The Place of Conventional paper-based documents provide. "12

Graphic Communications Graphic communication is not lim-
-A. The advancements in communica- ited to print on paper. It includes - '.

tions and information processing graphs, charts, and illustrations, "-..,
".. technology during the past three dec- ome of these predictions are often accompanied by text. It also en-

ades are impressive. People under the about to be overtaken by time. compasses the visual material dis-
age of 35 cannot conceive of a world Toffler claimed in Future played on a screen or flip-chart to ac-

without radio or television. Many Shock that, at the time of that company an oral presentation. In
schools, including those at the ele- ,book's publication in 1970, audio-visual presentations, the visu-
mentary level, have installed compu- adults in the United States spent an als should be an adjunct to the spoken .'

ters both to enhance the instructional average of 52 minutes a day reading words. They are intended to enhance '-'.-
process in general and to provide newspapers. Those same people also the commentary, reinforcing or
students with a degree of computer devoted time to other kinds of highlighting the important elements
literacy. It would be a mistake, how- reading, such as books and maga- of the speech. Use of visuals is so
ever, to become so enamored of the zines, advertising, and instructions, commonplace in office briefings and
new and so eager to dash into the fu- We are, says Toffler, "surrounded by large-group meetings that people ".",.
ture that we discount the significance print," and absorbing "between have begun to expect them. "When
of the communications media that 10,000 and 20,000 edited words per relying on the spoken word alone to
now seem so commonplace. The day." That number is only a small communicate, an estimated 90 per-
printed word has been with us for 500 portion of the edited words that each cent of a message is misinterpreted or
years and, despite doomsday proph- person is exposed to every day.'0  forgotten entirely. We retain only 10

ets, there is abundant evidence that it Nonpercent of what we hear. Adding ap- .ets thre s aundnt vidncetha it None of the new communications propriate visual aids to the spoken ....
will remain an important communi- have proved superior to printed pori vsua ais to tepoen
cations medium for a long time to wod o h ueirword boosts retention to approxi- *

caome Sme ex a s of p t re , words for the basic function of dis- mately 50 percent."'13

come. Some examples of premature, playing information. Print is flexible
and likely unfounded, predictions because it allows great variety in style raphics are simplified repre- V,
were cited in a book published in and format. There are approximately sentations of the intended1969:ge ere vie ere approxmatel

2,000 typefaces available today. message The viewer's
Newspapers will be a relic of the These typefaces, from the elegant, knowledge base will influ-
past in the world of 1984. medieval-like flowing script to the ence what information he .," "' -

Letters will be left to the eccen- square, clean, modern styles, are takeswro-e raptoh adsc ate
trics who will enjoy them for themselves an element of the true tion will be drawn to the aspect of the
themselves, message, not just a means to display graphic that is familiar and easiest to

the words. A formal proclamation understand, He will scan the visual in
. Libraries for books will have has a different message to convey a pattern accordingly. The designer

ceased to exist in the more ad- than step-by-step instructions for as- of the graphic must, therefore, attract
vanced countries and most of sembling a child's toy. With a printed the viewer's attention to the impor-
the world's knowledge will be in page, the reader sets his own pace and tant elements by highlighting them
machine-readable form. A few picks his own time and place. The through skillful use of form, position, . ',o

"r_1 books will be preserved at printed page is a simple and conve- or color.".
_museums nient system for recording informa- There are a variety of techniques

Paper work will cease to exist in tion. "It is small, light, cuttable, clip- and equipment for displaying visual .. ..
twenty years.' pable, pastable, movable, disposable, aids. They range from a simple chalk " ::
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board, to transparent slides projected audibly, and certainly we still speak team experimented with university
on a screen, to motion pictures. Like- to each other. In large measure, undergraduates to explore how peo-
wise, there are various ways to pre- though, the perception of informa- pie read and use directions presented
pare the visuals, from a verbal outline tion comes through the mundane ex- in text and illustrations. They con-
handwritten on a transparent sheet, ercise of reading it. This applies not cluded that the presence of illustra-
to artistic, multicolored slides pre- only to words, but to arrays, graphs, tions significantly improved perform-
pared by a professional graphic arts and diagrams, whether on paper, ance. It appeared that any ambigui- W
shop. Whatever the method of prepa- cathode ray tubes, projection screens, ties in text or illustrations could be
ration and presentation, the visuals or painted signs. resolved by comparing the informa-
must be consistent with the message tion in the two media. Their results
and designed with both the audience Most people who are familiar with also led the team to believe, however, " .
and the meeting environment in computer systems have encountered that "specific types of information are
mind. the term "user friendly." It should be presented more effectively in texts or

the goal of every designer to make his in illustrations.2.
Impediments to Message system user-friendly, meaning conve-Impedimetso Messanient, comprehensible, and unintimi- Curran, another investigator, mea
Transmission dating even to the most casual of sured comprehensibility of manuals

For all the absolute essentiality of users. This philosophy should not be with respect to the reading levels of
communication in our social, eco- limited to computers, but should be the intended recipients.2 He consid-
nomic, and cultural lives, how often extended to other communications ered the many factors involved in "
we fail to make it work! "Failures media as well. readability and comprehensibility of
in . . . communication . . . are due technical manuals, such as use of
mainly to the limited capacity of the familiar words, short sentences,
receiver or to the injection of un- print on paper (including computer smooth style, and simple sentence
wantedprintouts) can be expressed in many structure. He discussed the distinction
not limited to unintelligible sound or ways. One of the most important, if between the terms "readability" and
faulty electrical signals. We may de- most obvious, is to ensure that the "comprehensibility" and cited this
scribe noise as follows: print is legible. "Design, weight, definition of "readability": "used to

style, size and length of line are the indicate legibility of either handwrit
Any undesired disturbance in a primary factors in readability of ing or typography, ease of reading
communication system such as type.8 If the recipient of your mes- due to either the interest-value or the

random electrical currents. sage can't read the print or must
Noise is observed as hissing in a struggle to do so, there is a high risk pleasantness of writing, and ease of

radio receiver and as white that he will be prevented from decod- to the style of writing. 2eenio.du.
flecks (snow) on a television ing the message correctly and miss its
screen. In human communica- meaning altogether. Ipergcnam ulf
tion any source of message dis- In preparing technical manuals for

tortion from unwanted sound to There are a number of factors in- use by military personnel, there are

distracting emotions by the re- volved in the writing and designing of certainly a number of questions that e. -

ceiver may be thought of analo- printed materials so that they can be must be addressed by the designer. Is

gically as noise.1 7  understood and retained by their in- the print large enough? Is the book P
tended audience. There is a difference small enough? If it is a "handbook,"

It would not be improper to include between "designing" a document and can it be held in one hand? It if will be .," -
in this definition the many quality just "printing" it. Proper design in- used frequently, is the binding dura-
failures we unwittingly or carelessly cludes clear and orderly arrangement ble enough? Will the binding permit
incorporate into the media we use to of the information, ample white space the book to lie flat while a
convey our messages. for margins and sepax tors, and technician's hands are busy with the

*e have at our command in avoidance of clutter such as too many equipment? To the degree that the
this age a vast array of different visual elements or typefaces. manual fails these and similar tests, ',',' ." .,
equipment, techniques, Using a single simple device for add- the resulting inconvenience, irrita-

and automated systems to emphasis is more effective than tion, or distraction to the user could

assist us in coping with the combining boldface type, color, and be considered "noise" in the commu- -.

immense volume of information underscoring. Combining all three nications process.

being generated. These capabilities devices would be counterproductive. Far too often it seems that people in
are invaluable in meeting our increas- While large blocks of type printed en- the information field are like the pro-
ing needs to collect, retain, compact, tirely in capital letters may give the il verbial shoemaker's children. Some
extend, extract, and otherwisem - lusion of emphasis, it is actually of the professional associations in the

. ulate our growing store of manop- harder to read and more intimidating information and data processing
tion and to disseminate it far and for the reader.' fields are occasionally the sources of

S wide. In the final analysis much of the he armed forces have con- "good examples" of how not to com -
output of this prodigious technology ducted several studies to deter- municate. They appear to employ our .. '. -.-.

must be perceived by a person if it is mine how best to prepare tech- new technologies to produce publica-.. -

to become useful to society. True, nical manuals and instructions tions, or parts thereof, that are virtu-"" some of these systems speak to us for use by service members. A ally unreadable. .. ,,.,..
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local chapter of one of the "Friendliness" is also often lacking graphic and the message, it may ".
international associations in in the visual aids we use with oral prove a distraction. '

"

the computer field publishes presentations. Sometimes a speaker Maps can present special problems
J~mla monthly bulletin that is forgets that "a picture worth a thou- Maphe n rse nt secial ad.pres ". ".

printed almost entirely in six- sand words must first be a good pic- printed in books often use pastel col-
point type.* The 16-page booklet ap- ture.' 3  ors to differentiate potential entities, r

pears to be printed using the The language of graphic figures is Such distinction will be lost on a large
xerographic process, and, thanks to "form" just as the language of text is screen. Strong, contrasting colors are ... -

the reducing capabilities of modern "words." The form for a graphic pre- more effective. The type of map dis-
copiers, several of the pages are sentation must be selected with the played must be appropriate for its
reduced to smaller than six-point size. same care as the accompanying purpose. If the purpose is to give the

In a recent quarterly research jour- words. Visual communication can be audience an appreciation of the rela-
nal there is an article that discusses impaired by using too much form, or tive locations of several cities in a 0
human communication in the future. not enough, or even the wrong country, a map that is busy with top-
The article has 10 pages of offensive kind.24 Excessive and irrelevant detail ographical features or road nets will
print. It is printed in eight-point type in a visual can clutter the display and obscure the message and confuse the
that is strangely and poorly spaced. bury the key ideas that the visual is viewer.
The letters within words sometimes intended to convey. Text on charts, graphs, or illustra-
touch one another and other times are tions should read horizontally, and - ,
so widely separated that the space labels should be concise with their
could be mistaken for a word break. relationship to reference points clear-
The lower case "i" is barely distin- ly indicated. ferncepoits lea
guishable from a lower case "l," and "%,.yidicted
the lower case "w" is so lacking in f a communicator uses visual aids
sharpness that the blackness of each that are inappropriate, hard to see,
one stands out on the page. The arti- or difficult to comprehend, he may FOR
cle, indeed, the entire journal, is destroy his message. If he fails to
printed with what appears to be an Uconsider the capabilities, sensitiv-
extra line of space between each line ities, or even comfort of his audience,
of print. This may be a means of com- he may generate anxiety, irritation,
pensating for the small print, but it or hostility. The message he conveys
only provides another distraction for may be far different from what he in-
the reader. tended. The audience may perceive

that the speaker does not know his
A national information society has subject well or, worse, that he does

recently published the proceedings of not much care whether his audience ., • .-
its annual meeting, complete with learns what he does know. "Every au- '.
author and subject indexes. These in- paramount consideration in dience is somewhat like a jury. It
dexes are models of poor printing and J designing and using visual passes judgment based on its compre-
could be labeled "noisy communica- aids is to ensure that they can hension of the facts pre-tions." They are computer-generated M be seen by everyone in the sented-seasoned with a measure of .%.-"..'i .

KWIC (key word-in-context) and n room. Far too often, visual human emotion."'- "
KWOK (key word-out-of-context) in- aids are barely visible, and hence
dexes, which are difficult to read scarcely little aid to a segment of the Some Practical Conclusions
when printed approximately half the audience. Several factors can contrib- There is keen competition for at
size of six-point type. There is no line ute to this problem. The image, in- tention in this noisy world. The sheer
spacing between entries, which re- cluding textual material, may be too volume of information coming at us
sults in two solid columns of minia- small for the size of the room. There from every direction, and sometimes
ture print; punctuated by partial lines may be inadequate contrast between proffered with a mixture of motives

% of dots (or are they dashes?) to fill out image and background, or the focus rquires us to be selective in the com

incomplete lines. Scattered through- may not be sharp enough. When munications we admit to our percep
out the entries are special characters members of the audience have to tion. We ae almost forced to be less

such as asterisks and plus signs to in- strain to see a visual, their attention is tolerant of faulty transmissions and
dicate where words and characters diverted from the speaker, and the to react in a way that is like switching

%I had been omitted for some reason. message will be partially lost. off a radio station that has too much
There is, of course, a key to these The wise use of color can increase static. Many of the advertisements
peculiar feaures provided at the front the effect of a graphic. Any color that come to us through the mail are
of the indexes. The print is all upper- used in a graphic must have a pur- left unread unless presented in an ap-
case letters, and the quality of the pose; it must have a function other pealing way. In reading directives P
original print, together with the de- than decoration. True, color can at- and instructions pertaining to our
gree of reduction, render the indexes tract the viewer's eye and lead him to work, we often read only the sections
unreadable. look at the area highlighted, but if it that apply specifically to us and skip -.- "
•his is an in f ,,iv-p,,o,, i .nEd does not aid him in understanding the the rest. We can hardly expect poten-,"..
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tial recipients of our communications Viewing Distance Minimum Symbol 2. Ibid., p. 40

to treat us more kindly. They too 128 feet 4 inches for3. Arnold Brown, "Equipping Ourselves

v have limits on their time, energy, and 64 feet 2 inches Vol. xv, August 1981, p. 53. The "u"

attention spans, and will be reluctant 32 feet 1 inch 4. Peter F. Drucker, Management: Tasks,
to spend too much time and effort to 16 feet 1/2 inch Responsibilities, Practices (New York: Harper

decode garbled or poorly presented 8 feet 1/4 inch and Row, 1970), p. 488.
5. Brown, p. 54. *" *

messages. 6. Drucker, p. 483.
Some print styles are more legible 7. David R. Hmtn Chr.sE-SmmrAsnoe erie, h rcpinti te7. David R. Hampton, Charles E. Summer, ._"i "'

As noted earlier, the recipient is the than others. "Generally sans serif and Ross A. Webber, Organizational Behavior

A41.' final determinant of whether the com- styles . . . tend to be most compati- and the Practice of Management, 3rd ed. j
munications process succeeds. It ble to the character of visual form (Clenview: Scott, Forsman, 1973), p. 129.
therefore behooves the communica- since their structure is formalized 8. John Parry, The Psychology of Human
tor to use every device and technique Communication (New York: Evans, 1969), p.

athscmadt nbete '* rather than elaborated." 30 Standard Comncto4(. ok vas 99at his command to enable the recipi- typewriters and computer printers 649. Hal Hellman, Communications in the
ent to accept and understand the mes- generally do not produce print sizes World of the Future (New York: Evans, 1969), --

sage. The first consideration of the that will be legible when projected on p. 171.
communicator should be to avoid a screen. The material displayed on 10. Alvin Toffler, Future Shock (New York
creating barriers that will impede the screen should be simplified and nom House, 1979), p . 148.

-- ,*..* transmission. exaggerated for best effect. Captions, 12. Henry B. Freedman, "Paper's Role in an

In the case of the printed word, this labels, or titles should be laid out hor- Electronic World," The Futurist, Vol. VX, Oc- 0 .9
means presenting the material in an izontally, since text displayed verti- 13. BY. Auger, "iusC MaYopresenting th13. B. Y. Auger, "Visuals Can Make Your
eye-pleasing format with legible cally or at an angle is not readily Meetings Better," Armed Forces Comptroller,
print, well-balanced with white readable. Each illustration should de- Vol. 25, November 1980, p. 10.
space. The type sizes that provide op- pict one central idea and be expressed 14. Parry, p. 114.tiacum lhegty aze 1tpoit a in familiar symbolism. When present- 15. Robert Waite, "Making Information
timum legibility are 10-point and in naativr syma l. thenupresent- Easy to Use," Bulletin of the American Society
11-point.17 [You are reading 10-point ing narrative material, the number of for Information Science, Vol. 9, December |i.Ji .I

type-Ed.] These are the type sizes words on each visual should be kept 1982, p. 36.
produced by standard typewriters to a minimum. A speaker should not 16. Parry, p. 220.
The writing style should be smooth speak from an outline projected on a 17. Ibid., p. 230.
and suited to both the subject and the screen, much less speak to it. The 18. Phillip Anthony Reidinger, "Content

Analysis of Design Elements in the Employee
S audience. visual should present a high contrast Publication: Toward a Stimulus-Response

between image and background. Theory of Internal Publication Readership," --rinted outputs from a corn- Black on dark colors such as red or (Thesis, University of Georgia, 1980), p. 21.

puter deserve the same care as blue will not provide sufficient con- (Available from DTIC ADA081164.) '
anyoterprntd atril.trst.1 heamiet igtig n he 19. Alan Siegal, "Eliminating Governmen- .... ,

Theay soulber igned sote r oo ias ther m potant fhto in e tese: Simplifying Language Demands Complex .,
They should be designed so room is another important factor in Preparation," Government Executive, Vol. 12,
that they are easy to read and audio-visual presentations. June 1980, p. 45.visually attractive. Headings should 20. David E. 'tone and Marvin D. Glock,

be concise, explanatory, and properly any business and govern- How Do Young Adults Read Directions Withplacse Colmnofires sd brpey ment organizations employ and Without Pictures. (Cornell University,placed. Columns of figures should be printing and graphic arts 1980), p. 1. (Available from DTICi aligned and spaced so that they are spcait oass om-ADA009223.) i' "" '

* *W fl ~specialists to assist commu- A092.readily understandable.28 Computer- n21. Thomas E. Curran, Survey of Technical %rtediy ueortssh dbe sipuer- n . Readability and Comprehensibility (Sanprinted reports should be stripped of suit the experts and listen to their ad- Diego: Navy Personnel Research and Develop-
elevany numbers and verbiage that are ir- vice. To communicate effectively, a ment Center, 1977). (Available from DTIC

relevant to the user and that serve speaker should also find out as much ADA042335.)
only to clutter the page. as he can about the environment in 22. G. R. Klare, The Measurement of Read-ability (cited in Curran, p. 10) (Ames, Iowa , °;-'

If it is necessary to produce extra which he will be speaking. This State University Press, 1) .copies of documents on an office would include the make-up of the au- 23. William . Bowman,1963)Graphic Communi-- . -

copier, make sure the copies are al- dience as well as the physical cation. New York: Wiley, 1968, p. vii.
most as clear and sharp as the origi- facilities, such as room size and 24. Ibid., p. 24.
nals. It contributes nothing to the availability of audio-visual equip- 25. Waite. . 37. G"-c C-h"."comncain poestodmnd mn.26. Anna C. Rodgers, Graphic Charts ""'"""

hatcommunications process to demand ment. Handbook. (Washington, D.C : Public Affairs
that the recipient attempt to read Finally, I reiterate that the commu- Press, 1961), p. IV.

rfaint or blurred copy. s e 27. Reidinger, p. 20. -.
nicator, in a sense, serves the intend- 28. George Ledin, Jr., and Victor Ledin, The

If we use visuals with an oral pre- ed recipient in any communications Programmer's Book of Rules (Belmont, Calif.:
sentation, we must design and display process. He must always keep the in- Lifetime Learning, 1979), pp. 60-61.
them so they can be seen and under- tended recipient in mind when pre- 29. Eastman Kodak Company, Legibility
stood by the entire audience, includ- paring and transmitting his message.m Standards for Projected Material, Kodak Pam- '

ing people in the last row. Eastman phlet No. S. Rochester: 1965, p. 4. 5.,
, Kodak' proposes the following Notes 31. Defense Supply Agency, DSA Hand-

working table for determining the re- 1. Frank Snowden Hopkins, "Communica book 5025.4: Graphics Presentation, Alexan-
quired size of an image on a screen in tions: The Civilizing Force," The Futurist, Vol. dria, 1972, pp. 7-8.
relation to the size of the room: XV, April 1981, p. 39.
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Program Stabllity 11C
Perspective for the Program Manager

Lieutenant Colonel William D. Smith, USAF

The Deputy Secretary of Defense Some of the areas I discuss may those facts can lead to success ormemorandum of July 8, 1983, seem somewhat detached from the failure of the program..."
("Guidance on the Acquisition Im- traditional concept of program stabil- The acquisition environment is like
provement Program") spotlights six ity, but in the total context of pro- aof the original 32 Acquisition Im- gram management, they form a foun- a large lake. Each day, the programmanager takes a swim. If he knows Oprovement Program actions as areas dation upon which the program man- and understands his 'lake
offering "both the greatest manage- ager can build, They do not require mates"-who, how many, and what
ment challenges and the highest po- that the program manager be there at stroke they prefer-he can swim to
tential payoff." All six are deemed program initiation, although that roe the referhe caswim ocritical to getting the most for our ac- always helps. They can be applied at far side and ouccssfl. If.not
quisition dollar, and all have the po- any time and, in fact, have been
tential for impacting what many con- observed to bring a program from everyone else watches.
sider a defense industry gone out of total chaos to total control. Stability

control. First, a few basics. Stability means different things to
This paper concentrates on the first different people. A single level of sta-

of the Thayer six-program stability. The Environment bility can leave some feeling very un- -- -
Whether listed first by design or not, comfortable, while others thrive. It
program stability, in my mind, forms Systems theory stresses the concept depends on your perspective.
the basis for successfully executing of environment. We are not alone.
the remaining five. Without stability, Nothing save totality itself can be For the purposes of this paper, I
a program manager faces serious dif- considered complete. As such, each will define stability as the ability to
ficulties. environment operates within a larger execute a program according to plan.

In addressing program stability, I environment, and each influences, to This implies stability over those areas
will refrain from the usual practice of varying degrees, the other. The pro- wherein the program manager can ex- " . -

blaming Congress for our woes. As gram manager lives in his own envi- ercise a degree of control. Change is a ,
we have learned, Congress marches ronment. It is made up of people, fact in this business, but you cannot
to a different drummer and can cause technology, requirements, contracts, worry yourself into oblivion over
instability no matter how well politics, etc. It is complex and chang- changes you cannot control. So, we W ",-
thought out, managed, or executed ing, and it affects other environ- will concentrate on internal issues N , -

ments. The more a program costs, the and hope that a degree of internal sta-
concentrate on what the program higher its risk, or the more it is visi- bility may affect outside influences.
manager can do within his area of in- ble, the more complex is its enclosed But that is not a guarantee.a e ca d o w t i hi ar a o in env iro nm en t and its affect on..' ,
fluence to make and keep his program eirmen its ae n The Key Player
stable. The "can do's" discussed are peripheral environments. These ef-
based on personal experience, ob- fects, within the program manager's The program manager.
served success of other program man- own sphere and outside, basically in-
agers, and "borrowed" thoughts lifted crease by the square of the number of Things You Can Do
from readings and lectures whose persons interested in the program. First: Run your program with in- P
principles stand out in my mind, if Thus, the program manager manag- tegrity. Now, it may sound a bit flaky
noting a high-cost, high-risk, high- to put integrity first, but realize that

visibility program can expect plenty all human interchanges are based on
nColonel Smith is a Special Assist- of interest and "help." trust. Program management is no dif-
ant for Programs, Deputy for The successful program manager ferent and is, in fact, human inter-
Aeronautical Equipment, Wright- recognizes the realities of environ- change at a very high level. You and
Patterson AFB, Ohio. He is a ments and their interplay. And he your people must be dedicated to get- po f*',-0O;

graduate of PMC &3-2, and this realizes two basic facts-he can con- ting the job done and to getting it
"think piece" was written in partial trol much within some areas and ab- done with integrity. You cannot
fulfillment of the requirements of that solutely nothing within others. How operate successfully for long unless
course. a well he manages within the bounds of you, and those who represent you,
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are persons whose actions and words of making these trade-off decisions. If counters can be established. Better
are considered bond. This means be- the aggregate-goal viewpoint is used, yet, find out what you have in corn- ''
ing up-front-up, down, and across however, the trades will be made mon and strengthen those bonds. A
the line. It means gaining respect with a long-term view. That leads to little integrity here helps, too. .
through knowing what you're doing stability and, in my opinion, ties back The user connection is all impor-
and admitting it when you don't. It directly to integrity of the program tant, as is your link to the supporting 0 0!means not promising what you can- of fice, agn caies. Thyo r lrg e prting - i!

" " not deliver. It means taking hits atn e r m tn t With the realities of today's acqui- tage of your "pot of goals" and musttimes, but it means you can run your sition environment, a program mana- be understood. Do not, however, for- .

program with self-respect and the ger ought to consider that the next get that they represent separate inter-trust of others. You may losea fewin generation will probably fight with est groups, and that their intereststhe short run, but you'll win in the what he/she is building. Build it with may not, in total, be the same asend. If not, we are in much deeper that in mind. yours. Take advantage of the fact androbIf it's not worth doing with integrity, A more specific aspect of under- use it to everyone's mutual benefit. .

it's not worth doing. standing goals is planning. Plan to Keep the lines of communication -..*..-.-1
meet your goals. We all know that open to all players. Actively work at

Second: Take care of your people. early planning is a black art, so admit it and work especially hard at those
" Programs are run by people, and the that and take advantage of it. Don't that seem distasteful. If you don't,

better people you can attract the bet- lock yourself in with descriptions your chances of being blindsided in-
ter the program will be managed. The down to the last nut and bolt, and crease substantially. It is better to

* most successful program manager I cost estimates to three decimal places. work issues out at a lower level than
ever saw in action attracted good It may look good, but who are you to get a lot of help.
people, provided the guidelines (in- trying to kid? The key is to not lock Fifth. Run your own program.
cluding program discipline, i.e., sta- yourself in but to concentrate on Everyone wants to join in when
bility), and let them act. And he re- those areas that will enhance your you're a hero, but you stand alone
warded them, not only in terms of the chances for program stability. Flexi- when the program fails. Knowing .- -
normal rewards, i.e., efficiency re- bility early means stability later. that, make your own decisions based
ports, decorations, certificates, etc., C g h n a l p o ur s ce l
but also in a personal sense. It was the Cost growth is not natural. A pro- on the four ideas discussed earlier.
only office I've ever seen where gram that is properly planned, base- Along that same line, have the
everyone was totally dedicated to the lined, and estimated will not experi- courage to say no-no to bells and
job because the boss represented the ence cost growth. Unfortunately, few whistles, to changes in the baseline,
job in its totality. That program was programs have the luxury of perfect to fiddling with your budget, to arbi- .-

, highly successful and stable, planning, baselining, and estimating. trary changes in personnel, and to "
Everyone knew where we were going Understand that and apply risk everything else that could cause insta- -

"-* and did the utmost to get us there, resources where necessary. You or bility. But say no with thought and . .

-• knowing that success of the total pro- your successor will have to live with class. .
gram meant personal success. It was a your estimates, so do them justice "
group of hard-working mavericks all and don't try to squeeze the estimate Say yes when the change will en-
pointed in the same direction-and it to fit the budget. Remember integri- hance your goals and is manageable

within the context of the program en-worked magic. ty? Pay now or pay later. Perhaps ifwe'd be honest in what we put for- vironment. Likewise, say yes with
Third: Understand the concept of ward on cost we'd have few problems thought and class.

goals. What is it you and your team with cost growth. Yes, systems would The five ideas discussed are broad
are trying to do? Many lose sight of be expensive, but we now have the in thought, but specific to each and
the fact that single entities do not ex- worst of two worlds-expensive every program we manage. While I I. -t
ist in a vacuum. Cost, schedule, per- systems and no credibility, admit that there is no magic formula
formance, support, requirements, for success, the areas addressed will
etc., do not exist by themselves; they Fourth: Know, understand, and go a long way toward smoothing out ,..
form a system. Thus, a key goal with- communicate with the players. Your program difficulties and enhancing

.% in the program office is to make smart environment includes many people, stability. It is hard to believe that a •. "'/
trade-offs between all the competing who have their own goals, ideas, and program with integrity; that is run by-"" "
priorities so that the result is a system specific reasons for being a part of good people who understand them- run by
that fights well, is supportable, gets your environment. You must under- gepe hogundersand them-
there when it's needed, and doesn't stand that and take advantage of it. sels, thei orammandctir

brek te bnk.You have to understand the detrac- goals; that works at communicationbreak the bank. owith all the players in the environ-

It is easy to say that all acquisition tors as well as the supporters. Detrac- ment; and that is run with discipline , .
Itisntors present as interesting a case as will suffer from internally caused in-

parameters are equal. But is that true? supporters. Their views, while seem- stability. And its ability to react to •
If it were, we'd have an impossible ing to lessen your chances, may prove external forces will be enhanced
task. What is important to under- beneficial both in understanding your because of the lack of internal chaos
stand is that in the aggregate they are goals and in achieving them. At the
equal, but trade-offs must be made, least, know where the detractor is What better world can a program
and there are usually no "best ways" coming from so that appropriate manager ask for? a
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skept(ADP) systha te sting is a ster-. . ~~~le, one-time scientific experiment de- - ., -
%- . \,.', . signed to prove conclusively the-" "" "..-.

"-.\",,\o.,,.'.. .. ,L '.,.. :. -- value of the new system. This mis- O

. ._- ,\ , , ", , ,,.,.. ' .... " ': - conception is a primary cause of the". -

.,%..-" .', " ,,, "\ ' "program disruption and guarded " "-.

vironment of defense systems acquisi-
tion. It is certainly the prime reason
for the creation of inviolate schedules

~ 'V'~ ~\~ ' ~and absolute testing benchmarks'S
which, once set "in concrete," give

N rise to testing that is more opportu-
" , .. nistic and improvisational than rigor-

ous

.l, The spectrum of appropriate test
qOi/' \ -stechniques for military systems ex- P O

. ",.tends from rigorously controlled sci-

h f " "-'.. . ;- *Dr. Hafner is Department Mana-
.. ger, Surveillance Programs, at Com- -.-

puter Systems Corporation in San
• ""\ Diego, and an adjunct professor at

$~ \ \~' National University, also in SanDiego. W."- . ...
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entific experimentation through simu- use of flexible methods and adaptable Finally, the astute test planner
lation and opinion sampling. More sequences. It mandates that the plan- should be mindful of the iterative na-
often than not, however, the opera- ner expect to use personal direction as ture of test planning. In planning tests
tional nature of the developing sys- frequently as schedules, that the de- for an evolving system, the planner
tern requires testing in the center of signer use instinct with as much facil- must always anticipate the need to re-
that spectrum. This is to say that ity as logic, and that the applications design and upgrade tests to accom- 0-
while there is a place for rigorously personnel rely as much upon initia- modate successive versions of the de-
controlled variables and scientific ex- tive and observation as upon written veloping system. It goes without say- . . -.

perimentation, the unstable and un- procedures and data traps. If one is to ing that test planners must first proj-
predictable nature of operational test an existing operational system, ect the state of development the sys-
(i.e., combat) conditions often de- all of whose elements are in place and tem will have attained at the time of "
feats efforts to control critical varia- whose operating parameters are each scheduled test. Test directors
bles. known, the test plan and design can regularly rely on the prescience

This means that those charged with be created with as much detail and shown by their planners when they ..- -

planning for, designing, and conduct- confidence as one is willing to fund. begin to apply the procedures, built . . -

ing tests must be pragmatists rather However, the very process of devel- weeks before, to systems whose de-
than idealists. They must carry out oping a new system that in some way velopmental state was estimated by
testing in a way that accommodates advances the state of the information- the planner months (or years) in the
not only the vagaries of the system's processing art is one that guarantees a past. .
operational environment, but the measure of uncertainty and an ex-ploration of uncharted areas. It is TetD sg" ' " "
vagaries of the test environment as poain fuchre aes.Iis Test Design
well, only through the introduction of ini-

tiative and flexibility that the test Perhaps the sine qua non of effec-
I present the following in an effort plan can keep pace with the ebb and tive testing is the participation in the

to assist the idealist in becoming a flow of the state of the evolving testing of the analysts who designed
realist. In my view, more pragmatism system. and specified the test. It is not abso- pwk'
is needed in the test environment if lutely necessary that the test-design .
the test results are to be anything analyst be present for the entire dura-
other than just so much paper. Our The test plan is, above all, depend- tion of testing, or that he necessarily .
testing, from the planning stage ent on the early availability of appro- be a data collector. Nevertheless, the
through to completion, must reflect priate personnel. The inclusion of a intellect that created the test must ex- .
the real world in which we live and in test-design analyst into early program perience a sufficient sample of the op-
which our systems must operate. development, i.e., at the preparation erational circumstances of its applica- ..

of the Justification of Major System tion to ensure that the environment
Test Planning New Starts (JMSNS), allows the for- he originally envisioned is, in actuali-

The foremost thought that the mulation of alternative plans and ty, the envelope within which testing . . ...

pragmatic test planner must keep in schedules as the various elements of occurs.

mind is the certain knowledge that his the development program coalesce. Once the practitioner of pragmatic
test budget will be reduced at some Admittedly, the creation of a variety test design is resigned to the certainty *"' '
time during the system test cycle. Ac- of hypothetical test plans and sched- that he will apply the procedures he is
cordingly, the astute test planner cre- ules is not cost-effective in the early to create, he will then acknowledge
ates a test plan that anticipates either stages of systems development. How- that those procedures (and therefore
a reduction in funds, personnel, or ever, during the intensely active peri- the test design) can be only as sophis-
operational force availability, or an od immediately preceding system de- ticated as the budget and the system
increase in the tempo of develop- livery, a knowledge (program mem- technology warrant. A common, if p O
ment/testing and the foreshortening ory) of the rationale behind the selec- unfortunate, psychological phenome-
of the test period. Bear in mind, too, tion and/or rejection of various test non often observed in inexperienced
that for certain types of tests (e.g., plans is invaluable to ensuring that test designers is the disillusionment
prototype development testing) the the inevitable "adjustments" to the that occurs when a sophisticated test
testable/operable elements of the test test program do not violate or neglect design (an "experiment," really) is
system that are actually available for a basic premise of the system authori- gradually eroded and watered down
testing will only approximate those zation process. Further, the creation by the pragmatics of development 1 -. 0
that were envisioned when the of the elements of system evaluation scheduling, financial management,
schedule was formulated. (measures of effectiveness) need not and the imprecision of ADP develop- "< "

necessarily wait for the test-design ment. It is far more efficient and pro- .'. -Beyond this philosophical observa- phase. The early stages of system de- ductive (if less ego-enhancing) to
tion, the next most valuable concept velopment (e.g., the system definition recognize early the limits of the test- -. -

the test planner can incorporate into and design review meetings, the early ing resources and to design one's test
his repertoire of skills is the apprecia- planning and status briefings) are the to be effective within these limits. On O
tion of the test planning/design/ap- most imaginative environments in the other hand, while testing re-
plication process as an iterative "art." which to collect the thoughts that will sources, and therefore sophistication,

The creation of a test for an evolv- eventually create system measure- are always limited by outside forces,
ing operational system requires the ments. the rigor and pertinency of the test
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design are limited only by the creativ- that transcends the emotions of all is an art that depends on instinct and
ity and expertise of the test designer. concerned. However, it is equally judgment just as surely as it does on
One should expect the sophistication true that, without question, the good the statistical and behavioral
of the test design to be a measure of of any program demands that its tests sciences. Thus, the iterative process
such factors as the designer's insight must avoid, at all costs, the aura of a of "design-dry run-redesign" en-
into the system, its operations, and its "witch hunt." Accordingly, the truly hances the fidelity with which test 0
environment, rather than to be an an- effective test designer is experienced procedures replicate the working en-
nouncement of the affluence of the and thorough in his design activities vironment of the evolving system.

...'. program. even to the extent that he creates test Another rationale for the inclusion
-. '.'.'.'. Test design and planning must en- plans that anticipate and circumvent of a rehearsal stage in the applications

compass the physical aspects and lim- any potential for psychological oris the need to avoiditations of test locations. This is to physical damage to the system and contamination of the test environ-
say that the designer must be realistic program development activity. ment. The presence of even a minimal
in the scope of his test and its support number of test observers in an opera-
requirements. At remote-site testing, Test Application tional environment introduces an ele-
test plans must anticipate such limita- The test planning and design phase ment of unreality that must be over-
tions as the physical stamina of data culminates in the production of a de- come. The potential for the observers
collectors, the facilities' limitations tailed set of test procedures. These to influence the outcome of testing is
caused by dislocation from utilities procedures specify, to the finest detail lessened by a thorough familiariza-
and, of course, the constraints caused possible, all aspects of the forthcom- tion with the anticipated operating
by travel and accessability. An ever- ing tests, including the system config- conditions. The pre-test rehearsal is
increasing problem for remote-site uration, data inputs, data output, an excellent forum to emphasize the
testing is the diminishing availability and actions of the test personnel. need to establish appropriate publi.
of secure, interference-free, data com- They should specify what informa- relations with the user community
munications links. Error-free trans- tion is to be collected, when it is to be Lastly, while it is preferable that
mission of raw data to central analy- taken, and where (at what place in the test application phase be con-
sis and processing facilities is becom- the system) it is to be extracted. These ducted in an environment that allows
ing increasingly more expensive vis-a- procedures must be validated, the test team to have exclusive, unin-
vis the cost of creating an on-site In
analysis capability. The advent of In spite of the potential for pro- terrupted use of the system, this hap-
high capability, low-cost personal gram mis-scheduling and the in- py circumstance is more often than
computers may bring some relief in stability of system configuration, it is not impossible in the test and evalua-
this area. imperative that the application phase tion of large, expensive systems. Fail- '

of any test and evaluation effort ing this luxury, the next most appro-
Finally, the practical test design is begin with a thorough, all-inclusive priate solution is a thorough indoctri-

one that creates tests that are nonde- dry run of the test procedures. A nation of test-team personnel in the
*-.. structive. Naturally, one would ex- basic tenet of successful testing is that importance and considerations of -.- "

pect test procedures to provide for the all data collection personnel must be their interactions with other system
safety of the equipment being tested. thoroughly familiar with the test pro- users.
However, all too frequently, (and cedures and that their methods of The final set of precepts that are
particularly in the case of on-site test- data collection and reporting be generally applicable to all test appli-
ing) the inexperienced test designer standardized. Additionally, the cation efforts are the requirement for
creates a series of tests that, while thorough rehearsal of each test pro- rigorous, accurate recording of all
they save the system hardware and cedure serves to acquaint test data; validation of the data analysis
software, sacrifice the program by observers with the anticipated activi- procedures; a scrupulous attention to
undermining the confidence of the fu- ty and response of the system to be detail; and an alertness for extraneous -
ture user and thus destroy the tested. This familiarization equips the and spontaneous events. The test
system's reputation before the system observers to better recognize system team must be rested and professional
is even completed and installed, abnormalities and to identify and so as to be able to record exactly what

Efficient tests should seek to mini- record spontaneous reactions and they observe without a priori analysis
mize their impact on ongoing systems unanticipated responses. Quite often, or judgment. They must be fully fa-
development. The test team and test in testing operational ADP systems, miliar with both the system technol-
sequences can have a potentially the major insights into system per- environment
devastating effect on the reputations formance and behavior are gained so that they are capable of interpret-4' 1' o thhatg anayse are thebl spontepre-aneo.u's
of the system developers. Test de- through analyses of the spontaneous ing the unfolding test scenario and --
signers must be intensely sensitive to events, outlaying data points, and projecting future events in order to
the motivation and egocentric needs operational "workarounds" created anticipate and record unexpected
of the developing team. This is not to by the users. events. Lastly, a thoroughly re-

1'4 say that practical tests must not be Additionally, and equally as im- hearsed test applications team must
rigorous and accurate or that they portant to credible testing, is the op- be personally committed to the quali-

, need to take into account the "feel- portunity created by dry-run testing ty of the test and to its task of obser-
ings" of the developer. Truly credible to iterate another step in the test de- vation and interpretation of system
tests must have an inherent integrity sign. The testing of evolving systems behavior. 0
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Risk Funding for

-Realistic Budgets
Major George D. Schneickert, USA

* En the Second Year-End Report of mates of these events and activities for determining an appropriate level .
fl the Acquisition Improvement Pro- and generates a baseline cost estimate of risk funding developed. The risk-" gram Steering Committee, the (BCE). Then, as the program pro- percentage method is the simplest for ..

status of technological risk funding ceeds through R&D, the "unknown" generating the TRACE. In applying
is reported to have"... been im- events and activities become this method, the BCE for research and

plemented by the services, and this "known," and there may, or may not, development is simply increased by a
initiative is now considered com- be adequate funding to address them. percentage factor. This factor is most It
pleted. °'" However, problems encoun- The concept of risk funding is to pro- typically a subjective estimate based
tered in maintaining risk dollars vide money for these problems above on program experience. A second
through the Office of the Secretary of the level of BCE funding. Graphical- method, the risk-factor method, is an
Defense (OSD) and the congressional ly, this concept is portrayed in Fig- enhancement of the first method. ." ' .

budget process were recognized, and ure 1. The cost of specific program Program elements are defined by
two specific actions were recom- events and activities is shown by the using the project summary work
mended. level of the BCE. An additional breakdown structure (WBS). Subjec-

The first was keeping risk funding amount, called "risk funds" is pro- tive percentage factors are then devel-
as part of "Realistic Budgeting," one vided in the congressional budget oped and applied to the program ele-of then Deputy Secretary of Defense authorization for the resolution of ments. The factors can vary depend- -
Paul Thayer's six major areas of em- problems that may occur in R&D. ing on anticipated problems in these
phasis. The second was that "OSD Generally, the risk-funds estimate is program elements and the program -

and the services should work with the calculated to provide a 50/50 chance history. The individual program ele-
authorization and ap- of a cost underrun or overrun. ments are then summed to arrive at

propriation committees to improve History the TRACE.
Congressional acceptance of risk robabilistic event analysis con-
budget requests."2  This process of providing risk tinues to build on the work " " "

My purpose in this paper is to ex- funds as a part of the budget for a W breakdown structure. But ... _

amine how OSD can demonstrate to program's R&D was initiated by the using this method requires es-
Army in 1975. In the Army this proc- U timates both of problems with-Congress the value of the risk-fund-

ing approach. But first, I will present ess is called Total Risk Assessing Cost in program elements and of the effects
Estimate (TRACE). As the TRACE individual problems in program ele- .%0''

* ~ the concept and history of risk fund- *-
ing. concept matured, four methodologies ments will have on other program ele- . .,

Concept Figure 1. Relationship of Risk Funds to BCE
One of the few constants in the

weapon systems acquisition process Congressional
over time has been cost growth. This - Budget %
has been true in all phases of the life Ato rization
cycle. In research and development $ of
(R&D), cost growth manifests itself Budget
for a variety of reasons. Among these Authority Risk Funds
are the difficulty in predicting what
events will occur or what activities
will be required in R&D. A program - - BCE
manager (PM) makes the best esti-

UMajor Schneickert is a student at '- %

the Armed Forces Staff College, Nor-
folk, Va. He is a graduate of PMC
83-2, and this "think piece" was writ- .
ten in partial fulfillment of the re-
quirements of that course. N
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ments. In other words, this method
considers interactions of program ele-
ments. This method also requires
more extensive estimating efforts 10

.{. .. than the first two. Probabilistic net-
work modeling is the most demand- 8 "
ing approach to generating a TRACE.
It combines program evaluation and Number '

V s\-.', review technique (PERT)-type net-
work analysis with "monte-carlo" Using
simulation to give cost and schedule This
probability distributions, which can Method 4

be used for a variety of additional
program management functions be- 2
sides a TRACE.

In 1980, Paul Grover and I, as ana- o .n -
lysts with the U.S. Army Logistics r iss ON: Probabilistic Risk Risk Other None """""
Management Center, conducted a Network Factor Percentage
survey of Army PMs to determine,
among other things, the methodolo- Modeling Method Method
gies that had been used in producing

0.-.. the TRACE.3 Their answers are make cost estimates more accurate by First, one organization at OSD
shown graphically in Figure 2. Our providing funds for the risks inherent level should be assigned the responsi-
study showed that PMs favored the in R&D. But, it has had mixed re- bility for promulgating a risk funding
simpler estimating techniques. This views from Congress. Although the methodology for all the services. In-
was due primarily to lack of in-house Army has been successful with its stead of separate Army, Navy, and
analysts, with time contraints being a TRACE program, other attempts to Air Force techniques and policies
second consideration, budget for risk have not been as suc- there should be just one set of tech-

In 1981, the new Deputy Secretary cessful. "Program managers who ex- niques and just one policy. This
of Defense, Frank C. Carlucci, i plicitly requested funds to cover pro- would clearly establish for Congress ....
cluded an action on incorporating gram uncertainties have usually the structure by which risk-fund esti-
risk funding in the budget process in found those funds deleted by the serv- mates could be developed. Further-
his memorandum on "Improving the ices or DOD in the planning, pro- more, Congress could be assured that
Acquisition Process."' This was the gramming, and budgeting system risk-fund estimating was uniformly

(PPBS), by the Office of Management generated and that risk funds were ,--.first attempt at institutionalizing a '..'.
risk-funding concept at the DOD and Budget (OMB), or by the Con- being properly used by the services. -

level. He directed the Navy and Air gress.' ' What, then, is the problem?
Force to develop, within 60 days, John Cockerham, founder and pre- he second action is to apply
programs similar to the Army's Joh Cokra one adpe more rigor in developing risk- :TroraE.mTs s onte Anotr sident of John M. Cockerham and As- fund estimates. The study ITRACE. This was done. Another sociates, Huntsville, Ala., has stated f participated in identified the ,"
1962trmyt os memorau w that, "the problem begins at the Con- n simpler risk estimating tech- .'

18Arysuythat examined ex T,
paryding the TRACE concept to i- gressional level in that there are no re- niques as the most prevalent, even .

andude p ue budget is quirements for uncertainty or risk in- though the more demanding tech-
has also been accomplished. Within formation to support the Congres- niques provided the added benefit ofthe army, "e a8 conplished.tain sional responsibility of deciding a very detailed network model of thethe Army, "the FY 84 budget contains which programs are funded and how program's research and development.a request for TRACE-P [TRACE-pro- much." But this is not all. In the same Program managers simply did notcurement] funds for the XM-833. ''"6Q.'.,'

article, he identifies what I believe to have the resources to use the probabi-
be the major problem: "There is no listic network modeling techniques.

iscussion coordinated; ish from DOD, nor has Notwithstanding all the demands
"Major weapon system cost esti- Congress expressed any approval, upon the PM's resources, more rigor

mates are not accurate and do not disapproval or even knowledge of the must be applied in estimating risk
provide Congress with the informa- efforts to budget and plan for risk."O funds. I don't believe it surprising
tion needed to effectively evaluate that Congress has failed to give a re- ".-.
DOD budget requests." 7 This finding sounding vote of confidence to an es-
of the House Committee on Govern- Recommendations timating technique that increases a
ment Operations in 1979 reflected a Clearly, the time has come for baseline cost estimate by some subjec-
level of frustration over cost growth some action on realistic budgeting tive percentage to generate an esti- __"___

in weapon system programs and that reflects accurate cost estimating. mate that incorporates risk. The Of-
brought the entire cost estimating I believe that the thrust must come fice of the Secretary of Defense must " -

4 process under scrutiny. The TRACE from OSD, and I specifically recom- recognize the requirement for rigor "'% -
c concept is unique in its attempt to mend five actions, and communicate this requirement to
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the services. It should ensure ade- under OMB Circular A-109. The ex- that management and policy as itquate staffing of program offices and pertise developed within many ana- relates to risk funds is uniform

service materiel commands with qual- lytical contractors, can be a valuable throughout the services. Finally, the
ified analysts. Resources should also asset for the DOD community, success of the risk-runds budgeting
be provided to fund more detailed should be illustrated by example.u -. '-
analysis of risk. The use of probabi- he fifth action is not so mucha
listic network models should be en- specific action as it is a result

couraged, not only for the TRACE of the previous four. DOD Notes
- ". application, but also as a program should give Congress an exam-

'".-, management tool. pie of a program which I. Paul Thayer, Memorandum for the

budgeted for risk and that did not use Secretaries of the Military Departments, andothers, Subject: "Guidance on the Acquisition ." " . .

The third action is directly related all the risk funds provided. Credibili- Improvement Program," June 8, 1983 cqusition
to staffing. Education and training of ty would be given the principal risk- 2. Ibid. Poa"ue.9

personnel in using TRACE must be funds concept-that the risk-funds 3. Paul Grover and George Schneickert
increased. This type training is now a estimate provides a 50/50 chance of Total Risk Assessing Cost Estimate (TRACE)
supplementary part of several courses an underrun or an overrun. This A Field SureyC. Carluch 1981,Memorandum for the
conducted at the U.S. Army Logistics would, of course, require OSD at- Secretaries of the Military Departments, andmrnufoth
Management Center, Fort Lee, Va. tention. Risk funds could easily be- others, Subject: "Improving the Acquisitiion

This training should be expanded, come a source of funds for problems Process," April 30, 1981. ,.'.-
5. Monte Norton; Richard Abeyta, andeither within this Army facility, other other than those for which they were Paul Grover, "Production Risk Assessing

services' facilities, or at the DOD provided. ethodology" report, Army Procurement
level. A separate educational consid- Rest'arch Office, May 1982.
eration would be an informational Summary 6. Richard Baker, "Budgeting for Techno-
program directed at the Congress. logical Risk in Procurement," September 1983.
This program would document aaThe concept of budgeting for risk is 7. Inaccuracy of Department of Defense
OSD's resolve and rigor in un a mature concept and an integral part Weapons Acquisition Cost Estimates, Ninth
oresrate iost tiapursuing of realistic budgeting. In order to win Report by the Committee on Government

more accurate cost estimates. congressional acceptance of the con- Operations, November 16, 1979.
T f tcn tod t e Dsu a si a 8. Colonel John D. Edgar. USAF. "Con-
The fourth action is to consider the cept, OSD should take specific ac- trolling Murphy: How to Budget for Program

Ruse of contractor support to provide tions to demonstrate the rigor that Risk," Concepts. Summer 1982.
probabilistic network models and has gone into generating risk-funds 9. John M. Cockerham, "Implementation
risk-funds estimates. This would pro- estimates and the value the enhanced of Risk Information Into The DOD Decision
vide an alternative to increased staff- estimates will have in controlling cost Making Structure," paper presented at Risk ...

and Uncertainty Conference, Defense Systems
ing and increased training. It would growth. The actions should be pro- Management College, 1983.
also potentially meet requirements mulgated and coordinated at OSD so 10. Ibid.

Sea Cobra Fires Hellfire
Lila Edwards

unique joint-service test pro- terest in the program are control of creased firepower, and allow the use
gram aimed at qualifying the aircraft before, during, and after of fire-and-forget ordnance, which

misle Cobra Attack Helicopters to night-sight vision system. according to program proponents.
.', " smire the new Hellfire anti-tank,..,,,f tn H ia t Three of the firings will be ballistic Also, unlike Army land-based at-

has begun at Yuma Proving tests, while the other three test tele- tack helicopters, the Sea Cobra does
Ground, Ariz. metry missiles, similar to the pro- not have an integrated night vision "

The testing, now in its final phase, duction missile, will be fired to test system. Ramsdell said the Marine
* began in 1982 to determine if the the aircraft's fire control and launch Corps is attempting to compensate by

twin-engine gun ship could accom- systems, Ramsdell said. Unlike Army performing collateral tests of the
modate the new missile along with its attack helicopters, the AH1-J has no AN/AVS-6 Pilot's Night Vision Gog-. . -

current armament which includes the on-board laser designator system. gle System.
family of 2.75 inch air-to-ground Among the tests scheduled for the The tests will include flying over
rockets, and a 20-millimeter Gatling six-week program is a jettison test, the Sonora Desert to verify modifica-
Willn. aimed at making sure emergency ac- tions in the instrument cluster made . .

According to Chuck Ramsdell, the tions with the missile won't hamper to accommodate the night vision sys-
YPG chief project engineer in the pro- control and safety of the airplane. tem.
gram, six Hellfire missiles will be fired The AHt-J has been in the Marine With the addition of a night vision
to test the operation of the minl Corps inventory since the late 1960s system and Hellfire, the Sea Cobra
system, and structural load capabili- and is the main attack helicopter used becomes a day-night, all weather

* .~.. ties of the aircraft. Other items of in- by the Marine Fleet Air Wing. fighter capable of attacking targets

a Mo. Edwards is Editor of the Yuma The addition of the Hellfire system from stand-off range,.
Proving Ground Outpost. m will give the aging gun ship vastly in-
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Beyond the
"Born Leader" Concept

Richard F. Gordon

eadership research has come seeks the voluntary participation of
a long way from the simple subordinates in an effort to reach
concepts of earlier years that organizational objectives., A simplis-
centered on the search for - tic extension of these postulates

* magic leadership traits. Today, would suggest a definition of effic-
nothing is held sacred; even old i *."'-". ..; i ent leadership as the ability to
and cherished notions such as *::. " recognize the variables in any
"leaders are born and not situation or environment
made," have been discarded. .."and to use the influencing I',,
New management theories...omtiaoneciqsstonl.sggs.ta 

or motivation techniques "--"-"

strongly suggest that some that most closely match -.

types of leaders will be- "" the needs of the situa
have and perform dif- 

ten. of t- siu"

ferently in a given Numerous implicit
situation than will other 

assumptions areim.

types. It can be fu inherent in this 

postulated that definition of effic
leadership, as 

ient leadership. The

opposed to 
key assumptions are

"authority" or "power," 
-su that there is no

is a social- influence 
hat- one leadership

process in which the leader ... .. e.; I, sty le

-._ __- 
".'.-'. -

N- Ricar F.Grdni--Lgitc

:':: . :"-'--a --

". 
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: 1 ' "mURichard F. Gordon is a Logistics |.*

" Management Specialist in the Inte-
i- " ° - "  // .'" g~9rated Logistics Support Office of the " -. ,,

U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Corn-
rmand in Warren, Mich e of the
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with universal application; that suc- management could be viewed as the of direction (task behavior) a leader
cessful leadership occurs when the most appropriate leadership style for gives, the amount of socio-emotional J
leader's style matches the situation; managing brain surgeons and sym- support (relationship behavior) a
and that efficient leaders use situation phony conductors, leader provides, and the maturity
or environment variables for for- The major shortcoming in this level of the followers. The key deter-
mulating leadership strategy. leadership-stereotype approach is minant of leadership style is the

that none of these styles allow for maturity level of the followers in rela-
Universalopen-system environmental and tionship to a specific task. The

During most of recorded history, situational changes. In effect, they leader's style can vary within the task
the prevailing leadership assumption make no allowance for the job and and relationship dimensions from
has been that leaders are born and not psychological maturity of the subor- authoritarian to quasi laissez faire, ".
made. Famous leaders like Alexander dinates, nor flexibility in the leader- based on the job and psychological
the Great, Napoleon Bonaparte, and ship style in order to adjust to chang- maturity continuum of the followers. "" '.'-Q
George Washington were said to have ing situations.
been blessed with an inborn ability to Great-man, trait, authoritarian, ne of the negative aspects of

-.-, lead. This so-called "great-man" ap- and laissez-faire styles prevailed U the situational leadership *,. . ,.

proach to leadership eventually gave because of their acceptance by alittle
way to the trait theory, which powerless and uneducated work help in the formal study of ,-.

mushroomed in popularity during the force. During the capital-formation leadership.6 There is such a
second quarter of the Twentieth Cen- phase of our industrial society, the variety of situational contexts that
tury. Literally hundreds of physical, laborer work force was composed training institutions cannot determine
mental, and personality traits were mainly of people with little or no for- what kind of experience will be most
said to be the key determinants of mal education. This work force was managers. ..
successful leadership. Unfortunately, augmented by a large influx of im- Experience in one situation, or even
there was little agreement over what migrants. The aspiration and expecta- in a variety of situations, may not be
were the most important traits of a tion levels of both groups were keyed representative of those in which the
good leader. It was not until 1948 that to the necessities of life, trainee will ultimately work.
a comprehensive review of competing A more widely accepted situational -, -
trait theories was conducted.2 This Soon after World War II, our mo re Eiel esiontinn

"-" -. review culminated in moderate agree- economy transitioned from an in-
ment on only five traits in which the dustrial to a post-industrial society. Leadership Model, which is based on

leader exceeds the average member of New forces came into play, forcing a situation continuum that extends -. '
the group: intelligence, scholarship, both managers and leadership from highly unfavorable to highly

dependability in exercising respon- educators to reorient their thinking, favorable. The three major dimen-
-sibilities, activity and social par- Some of these forces were the contin- sions of this continuum are the

ticipation, and socio-economic uing growth of labor unions, the leader's position power (the formal
status. downstream impact of the New Deal power to reward and punish fol- "-" .-

legislation passed in the 1930s, liberal lowers); leader-follower relations
Since the beginning of World War politicians at the state and national (how much do the followers respect .. '_- _

II, the study of leadership has ex- levels, and last, but not least, the the leader as a person); and task
perienced a change in conceptual ap- rapid elevation of the educational structure (how narrowly can the task .
proach. Rather than concentrating on level of the workers, who had higher be defined for issuing directions).

'_ _- . Based on 30 years of research, Fiedler -,
the personal traits of successful expectations than their predecessors. 4 concludes that task-motivated leaders

.. '. °' . leaders-the universal approach-
researchers turned their attention to Leader's Style Matches Situation seem to be effective in extreme situa-
laesteuiraaprahtions when they have either very little
patterns of leadership behavior The continuing focus on leadership control or a great deal of control over
styles, behavior led to the concept of situa- situational variables. But in moder-

n 1939, Kurt Lewin developed tional leadership in the 1950s. Situa- ately favorable situations, relation- -

, the triple definition of manage- tional leadership is based on the ship-motivated leaders tend to be
%., ment styles.- These three assumption that a leader does not more effective. Consequently, Fiedler

"classic" styles of leadership- operate in isolation, but is influenced and one of his colleagues have summed
lauthoritarian, democratic, and by a number of interdependent up their findings by noting that "eve- ". 'g

laissez faire-still have a useful niche variables to include: the goals, objec- rything points to the conclusion that
in management thought. The authori- tives, and norms of the organization; there is no such thing as an ideal
tarian leadership style is appropriate the demands inherent in the leader's leader."0 There are leaders, and there

"'. " in a centralized decision-making en- job; and the expectations of are situations. The challenge, accord- ..,,-,
vironment for unskilled workers per- superiors, subordinates, and peers. ing to Fiedler, is to analyze a leader

% forming routine activities. The demo- One of the more popular situational and his basic motivation and then .

cratic leadership style is appropriate leadership models was developed by match them with a suitable situation me
in a decentralized decision-making Paul Hersey and Kenneth Blanchard to form a productive combination.
environment composed of skilled in the late 1960s and early 1970s.1 Fiedler believes that it is more effi- -
workers engaged in creative activi- Their three-dimension model is based cient to move leaders to a suitable .
ties. Laissez faire, or 'hands-off" upon the interplay among the amount situation than to tamper with their %,%.%
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personalities by trying to get task- sions. First, one's involvement may when the antecedent and consequence
motivated leaders to become relation- be positive or negative, for or against portions of the Antecedent -.

ship-motivated, or vice versa, the organization. Secondly, the inten- Behavior -I Consequence model

iA relatively new leadership theory sity of involvement may be high or relationship are rearranged to
is the Robert J. House and Terence R. low. A combination of these two di- strengthen desirable behavior and
Mitchell path-goal theory. This mensions yields four basic types of in- weaken undesirable behavior. Propo- t
theory is a derivative of the expect- -R e nents of B. Mod. prefer to shape be-eancy motivation theory and gets its -Rebellion: High negative involve- havior positively through positive .
name from the assumptions that ef- ment. This individual not only stops reinforcement in lieu of negative rein-name fromhe a sumton s haebr- identifying with the organization's forcement, such as extinction or -"fective leaders can enhance subor-
dinate motivation by clarifying the purpose, but resorts to open rebellion punishment. Continuous reinforce- "-'
subordinate's perception of work against the organization. ment is recommended for new behav-goals; linking meaningful rewards -Alienation: Low negative involve- ior, and intermittent reinforcement .
with goal attainment; and explaining ment. This individual does not iden- for established behavior.
how goals and desired rewards can be tify with what the organization is try-
achieved. In effect, the leader can ing to accomplish. Apathy runs high Conclusion '

motivate the followers by providing among alienated employees, who feel Efficient leaders must recognize the
clear goals and meaningful incentives powerless and view their work as complexities involved in managing - .
for reaching them. This theory also meaningless. the diversity of knowledge-workers Ir''
recognizes that the personal charac- -Commitment: High positive in- in the mid-1980s. There are many '.-,."volvement. This individual is com-resn wh pole okm yteristics of subordinates, environmen- miteet Th o niais p ose reasons why people work, many
tal pressures, and the demands placed mitted to the organization's purpose rewards they derive from working,
on subordinates may all vary from and is characterized by initiative ind aidal h s f ui comntin %
situation to situation. Thus, path- a willingness to identify and solve individual has a unique combination
goal proponents believe that leaders problems. of work values, attitudes, needs, and
need to rely contingently on four dif- -Unrealized Potential: Low positive desires. Theoretical models such as
ferent leadership styles: directive, involvement. Even though this in- situational leadership, path-goal
supportive, participative, and dividual identifies withtheoraniza- leadership, and B. Mod. provide the .achievement-oriented. This assump- purpose, his or her involvement leader with a conceptual framework

tion that leaders can and do shift lacks intensity. This zone of unreal- for formulating a flexible leadership
situationally from style to style ized potential represents a challenge strategy to cope with the ever increas- . .
clearly sets path-goal theory apart for leaders. ing complexities of the emerging
from Fiedler's Contingency Model. work force.
Path-goal leadership theory has a 11 four types of involvement The bottom line for efficient
promising future because it effec- may be evident in any work leaders in the mid-1980s is the realiza-
tively weaves together two important group with four or more tion that they can and should adapt
influence processes-motivation and employees. If there are their leadership style to the situation.
flexible leadership. more "positives" than

"negatives," then the organization Cited References
Situation or Environment has a good chance of meeting its ob- 1. Robert Kreitner. Management (Boston: , -

Variables jectives. Without positive involve- Houghton Mifflin Company, 1983), p. 392. .

One important leadership variable ment there can be no commitment; 2. Ralph M. Stogdiil, "Personal Factors,-that is not adequately addressed in without commitment there can be lit- Associated with Leadership," Journal of 41_
the situation, contingency, and path- tIe, if any, organizational success. Psychology, 1948. .1

3. Kurt Lewin, "Patterns of Aggressive ,.'i.",

goal models is follower involvement. Edward L. Thorndike identified Behavior in Experimentally Created Social
When an individual joins an organi- another important situational Climates," Journal of Social Psychology, 1939. ft

zation, he or she must decide how variable with his classic law of effect, 4. Richard F. Gordon, "Our Managementharto weor anheuthe rhowh sta table withhisclassiclaoeueces Heritage for the '80s," Concepts, 1982. ,
hard to work and whether or not to which states: Favorable consequences 5. Lois Borland Hart, Moving Up! Women
stay with the organization. These encourage behavior, whereas un- and Leadership (New York: AMACOM, 1980).
decisions are affected by many fac- favorable consequences discourage 6. Francis Griffith, Administrative Theory %

tors. One very important factor is the behavior. This classic law served as in Education: Text and Reading (Midland,
Michigan: Pendell Publishing, 1979).degree to which one's psychological one of the pillars for B. F. Skinner's 7. Fred E. Fiedler, A Theory of Leadership """

contract is fulfilled. Too many theory of operant conditioning.i ]  Effectiveness (San Francisco: McGraw-Hill.
unrealized expectations will lead to Behavior modification (B. Mod.) is 1967), pp. 149-157.
second thoughts about working hard the practical application of Skinner's 8. Fred E. Fiedler and Martin M. Chemers, " *

and staying with the organization. operant conditioning. The three com- Leadership and Effective Management (Glen- " '",
view. Illinois: Scott, Foresman, 1974).Amitai Etzioni defines involvement as ponents of B. Mod, are antecedent 9. Robert J. House and Terence R. Mitchell,

the degree to which the individual (the prior event cue that prompts an "Path-Goal Theory of Leadership," Journal of
personally indentifies with the objec- individual to behave in a given man- Contemporary Business, 1974. Oil

tives of the organization. This defini- ner); behavior (specific observable 10. Amitai Etzioni, A Comparative Analysis

tion served as the bedrock for his behavior); and consequences (subse- of Complex Organizations (New York: The - .Tndisthat either encourage or Free Press, 1961). .,,.
Types of Individual Involvement quent events 11. B. F. Skinner, Science and Human ".. -. -
Model. 10 His model has two dimen- discourage behavior). B. Mod. occurs Behavior (New York: The Free Press, 1953). -
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4FORRESTAL AWARD
Goes to the Late Senator

Henry M. (Scoop) Jackson;
Nunn Speaks

The late Henry M. Jackson, United -How do we in America begin to
States Senator from Washington, was distinguish carefully between impor-
honored on March 14 for his signifi- tant interests worthy of our diplo-
cant contributions to the national matic efforts, and vital interests wor-
security and was awarded, post- thy of our blood? , .u
humously, the 1983 James Forrestal -What military strategy can secure
Memorial Award from the National these vital interests, and what is the
Security Industrial Association appropriate role of America's allies?
(NSIA). Mrs. Jackson accepted the Since 1979, the announced pur-
award on behalf of her husband, who poses of U.S. military strategy have
died last September. Senator Sam r been substantially increased, revers-
Nunn of Georgia addressed some 7 ing the trend of the post-Vietnam era.
1,400 members and guests at the 30th Starting with President Carter's com-
annual Forrestal Dinner held in mitment to protect U.S. and allied in-
Washington, D.C. terests in the Persian Gulf, a commit-

Robert L. Wendt, President of ment reiterated by President Reagan,
Sperry Electronic Systems, Sperry , we have asked our military forces to
Corporation, and Chairman of the take on several new and demanding
NSIA award committee, praised tasks-in Lebanon, the Caribbean, -.. ....

Senator Jackson as "a great patriot, and Central America-in addition to
legislator, and statesman. Nunn traditional U.S. military obligations
said that during 43 years as a U.S. in Europe and the Far East. The mili-
Congressman and Senator, Henry M. The tary is also faced with a rising global
Jackson was an imaginative and dy- terrorist threat.
namic legislator and a dedicated and '
unswerving proponent of a strong na- This expanded set of commitments
tional security. T he Forrestal and responsibilities, viewed against

The Forrestal Memorial Award has Memorial Award the background of the increasing ,..be prestaMedman al since 15 MSoviet threat, clearly demands sub-
when present Dwight Dinen- has been presented stantially improved capabilities.when President Dwight D. Eisen- .. .'_

hower was the recipient. The person annually since 1954 When we look at what the United N
selected for the award is an Americanwhose leadership has prompted sig- when President States has done over the past fewunseledersti an roper- whtn Pyears, it is evident that most of ournificant understanding and coopera- improvements have been qualitative.
tion between industry and govern- .ment, in the interest of national secur- wastherecipientWe have under way a robust program

ith of modernization, both of strategicity. and conventional weapons. We have i0:_.
After eulogizing the late Senao During the course of the 1984 polit- ancovtialwpnsWehe r fsAfereuogzngth lteSnator significantly increased personnel -.

Jackson, Senator Nunn addressed the ical campaign the candidates for Pres-
group about the development of a ident and for Congress will be asked readiness, while unit and equipment

many imes Howmuchmone readiness is a mixed bag with some in-more effective strategy for the protec- many tidim:s i aHwd som e n
tion of U.S. interests worldwide. The should we spend for defense? Whichddicators"up,-andsomedow
following remarks are excerpted from weapon systemsIn terms of force structure, we haveut?
that address. These questions cannot really be marginal increases in the number of

It has been said that for every cor- logically answered without first ad- Navy ships and Air Force fighter at-
plex and complicated problem, there dressin tack squadrons. We have the same .
is an answer that is simple, easy, and our nation in defense and foreign number of Army and Marine div,.
wrong. policy: sions, but fewer maneuver battalions.
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Have we improved? The answer is must be based on a strengthened part-
clearly "yesl" Have we and our allies nership with our allies.
appreciably increased our forces to Third, the advent of nuclear parity
meet growing commitments and means that we must prepare our con-

° growing threats? The answer is clear- Or principal ventional forces to deter and defeat
ly "no." conventional aggression. While main- .

The bottom line is sobering: The large challenge is the taining our nuclear deterrent, we
increases in defense spending over the development of a must reduce the reliance of the
past few years have not been enough Western World on the early use of
to close the gap between our military military strategy that nuclear weapons for its defense.
strategy and the military capability would seek to build on With these points in mind, I believe
available to execute it. If anything, that our principal challenge is the de- O
that gap has widened further due to Western strengths velopment of a military strategy that

N the additional commitments we have would seek to build on Western-P tkn n eea DvdJns and to exploit wudse obido etr .-. ,
taken on. General David Jones, strengths and to exploit Soviet weak-
former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs Soviet weakness. nesses.
of Staff, recently stated: "The nwriS etocpa r
mismatchIn wartime, Soviet force plannersm c w t ywould confront a number of inherent
forces to carry it out is greater now weaknesses, including the following: -, ..

than it was before, because we are
trying to do everything." -The tenuous land lines of commu-

This obviously poses a serious nication connecting European Russia

dilemma. with Soviet forces in the Far East;
-The unreliability of their Warsaw- .' A sound military strategy must be Pact allies; -,', .

predicated on a calculated relation- -The lack of easy Soviet naval ac-
ship between ends and means. Based cess to the high seas;
on this definition, there would appear -The relative weakness of the Soviet
to be three alternatives: industrial base in any prolonged war;

(1) Alter our global national security and
objectives, or -The relative rigidity of the Soviet
(2) Increase the resources for defense, command structure.
or We should establish a new set of mili-
(3) Make significant changes in our tary goals that would exploit these
military strategy. weaknesses.

Are we prepared as a nation to re- We have historically looked at the
define our vital interests, and, there- huge Soviet land mass as an asset to
fore, our military objectives? Do we the Soviets. I submit that it can be
write off Europe or the Persian Gulf, converted into a serious liability.
or Northeast Asia? Across this huge land area, the '-

If we are not so inclined-and I Soviets have tenuous lines of commu-sbitftht we are not--a nd Ih nnication and limited access to the sea.
submit that we are not-are the Con-gress and the American people pre- They have potential adversaries on

pared to increase substantially the most of their borders.
military budget over the current We should let the Soviets know
Reagan plan-with $200 billion de- Senator Sam Nunn that if they invade Europe or the Per-
ficits staring us in the face and send- Significant changes in military sian Gulf, we would tie down their
ing shudders through Wall Street and strategy require careful consideration forces in the Far East and in other - -
international financial markets7 of our foreign policy objectives, input areas of the Soviet Union. We would
answer to this, obviously, is no." from our best military minds, and not necessarily seek to accomplish
We will be fortunate in current close consultation with our allies, this through direct assault on their r.. s
economic circumstances to maintain This is a formidable undertaking, and forces, but, rather, through destruc-
real annual growth in defense spend- I do not pretend to have all the tion of their lines of communication.
ing of between 3 and 6 percent over answers. But, permit me to make a While I do not believe that the
the next few years. few suggestions in the hope they will West should count on China's open-

If we cannot afford to give up our stimulate discussion and debate. ing a second front if the Sov'iet's in-
national security objectives, and if we ade Western Europe, I submit that
are not willing to spend huge addi- First, any new strategy must be the Soviets would think long and
tional funds for defense, then we convincing to the American people hard if they believe their Far East
must begin to consider seriously the and clearly related to what this nation forces could be isolated and left to the
third alternative-making substantial wants to protect, tender mercies of their Chinese com-
changes in our military strategy. Second, any new U.S. strategy rades.
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Eastern Europe is also a potential vantage of our own military choice: either drop the concept of for-
Achilles' heel for the Soviets. To strengths. The United States and its ward defense as part of its doctrine,
wage war against the North Atlantic allies possess marked advantages or convert forward defense from a
Treaty Organization (NATO), the over the Soviet Union, not the least of politically comforting slogan into a
Soviet Union must move massive which is that we are free peoples, reality.
forces and supplies from Western freely allied in the defense of our The U.S. ground forces are and 0

Russia across Eastern Europe, includ- homelands and liberty. We have a must remain a vital part of the
Ing Poland and Czechoslovakia, number of military advantages that defense of Europe. To implement the
countries whose people have long re- we should build on including the new doctrine of Airland Battle prop-
sented-and occasionally resisted- following: erly, our forces must emphasize ma-

, ,,.' membership in the Soviet empire.memerhi inth Svie epie. -Superior access to the ocean; neuverability and flexibility, lighter
The Soviets must be convinced by -Superior tactical airpower; reinforcements, special operations

NATO capability that, in the event -Superior anti-submarine warfare forces, communications, and second-
they invade the West, violence will capabilities; echelon attack. - -
not be confined to Western Europe, -Superior training for our military
and that Soviet forces in, or passing forces; The allies, however, must increas-
through, Eastern Europe would be -Superior capability to project ingly provide the basic ingredients for
subject to attacks ranging from deep power to points far removed from Europe's initial forward defense, in-
aerial strikes to commando and par- our respective borders; cluding heavy ground forces and
tisan raids. -Superior advanced technology more effective utilization of their vast

Another critically important ele- such as precision guided munitions, pools of trained reserves. In short, if -
ment of national strategy must de- submarine detection, stealth technol- U.S. forces in Europe are to assume
pend on our Navy. I do not believe ogy, microelectronics, and cruise the primary responsibility for dis- -.-
we should take on Soviet naval missiles; and rupting and destroying Soviet
power through massive employment -A superior network of allies whose second-echelon forces, European - .
of our carrier-based air power direct- combined present economic power, units must assume the primary re-

'-. ly against heavily defended ports and and potential military power exceed sponsibility for holding the first
naval installations in the Soviet our own. echelon in check. The U.S. reinforc-
homeland. ing ground units could then provide a

We should press these advantages badly needed source of mobile
In wartime, the primary goals of to the fullest. In particular, I would reeres

our naval forces should be to deny like to see us aim for greatly enhanced reserves.

Soviet use of the sea. air superiority at points of vital in- Another element of a new national

By sinking and blocking the Soviet terest. This will require, among other strategy should be greater use of our
fleet, we would gain sea control, pro- things, top priority funding of the reserve and guard components. If wetect the lines of communication and, munitions used in tactical air combat. truly want to increase U.S. defense

capabilities within reasonable budgetalso, at war's end, leave no viable op- When implemented, these new constraints, the time has come to
posing navy to threaten us, whatever capabilities would greatly enhance make the total-force concept a reality.
the outcome on land. This task is no NATO's ability to carry out its long- ke te tace oeneptoa reay
longer a matter of battle force against standing doctrine of forward defense. We now face the need to reshape
battle force in a World War 11 man- our military strategy. In so doing, we

VI . ncr, but is primarily a matter of our If U.S. forces are to undertake must engage our minds as well as our .- .
... % submarines and long-range aicrft these new tasks and continue to pro- pocketbooks. A sound military strat-

wsith nestandoff muitions erat vide an effective nuclear deterrent, egy encompasses far more than anwith new stand-off munitions operat- what should be the role of our allies? adding machine. More money for de-
ing against enemy submarines, land- First, we should insist on a greaterlesisancstybuspdng t- ,-,

based air, and surface ships. Fisw hudiss nagetrfense is a necessity; but spending
contribution from the Japanese to more money without a clear sense of

As part of this task, our naval their own security within 1,000 miles timate purpose or priority will not
forces, assisted by land-based air, of their homeland. We should also in- result in a sound strategy or an ade-

e e-. should have the mission of control- sist that Japan participate, at least fi- quate security. rtyoaae "
-

ling the choke points that limit Rus- nancially, in defending the Persian quate scurity
sian access to the sea. The best way to Gulf oil resources on which it In an era of nuclear parity, defense --. ,-
keep the Soviet navy in its proper depends. and deterrence are inseparable. The
place in a war is to keep it bottled up Second, we clearly must rethink ability, actual or perceived, to wage
in the Norwegian, Baltic, and Black NATO's present doctrine of forward war successfully is the best means of
Seas and in the Sea of Japan. favoiding the necessity to wage it at
en i we vea to pan someAi defense. The political desirability of all. This should be the driving force
Even if we have to repaint some Air conceding as little European territory behind our objectives, our goals, and

Force planes navy blue and gold, we as possible to an invader is not at our strategy. As the late General
must insist that our naval strategy be issue. George C. Marshall observed, "If
based on the full utilization of land- A large gap, however, exists in man does find the solution for world -
based air. NATO's ability to implement the peace, it will be the most revolu- ' "'C'

In addition to exploiting Soviet sacred principle of forward defense. tionary reversal of his record we have
weaknesses, we must take better ad- NATO is thus confronted with a ever known."I
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Linda McGinnis
Office of User Services

Defense Technical Information Center O

The Defense Technical Information programs sponsored by each of the reports, and technical reports on the .
Center (DTIC) and its predecessors military services and the Defense Ad- spot. Classified users are required to
have saved the Department of vanced Research Projects Agency use hard-wired (dedicated phone "
Defense (DOD) money, manpower, (DARPA). Under these programs, in- lines) cathode ray tubes. Various
and minutes for nearly 40 years. To- dustrial companies, educational in- printers and tape cassette systems are .
day, DTIC provides centralized infor- stitutions, non-profit technical available. A dial-up, unclassified
mation services to DOD, defense con- organizations, and separate individ- capability was added to the system
tractors, and other U.S. government uals with adequate R&D capabilities several years ago and permits access
agencies and contractors. Technologi- are given access to DTIC technical to DROLS through a variety of ter-
cal advances in information processing reports and data bases. minals; dial-up users pay a connect-
and telecommunications have permit- DTIC users can search their field(s) hour charge. . .

ted these services to become increas- of interest in one, or all, of the data Other DTIC services include the c I
ingly sophisticated and responsive in bases maintained at the Center: a following:
supporting the important role defens technical reports (TR) data base that -Announcement services for the C
information plays in research, devel- consists of formally documented technical reports collection. This - '-
opment, test, and evaluation scientific and technical results of publication, the Technical Abstract
(RDT&E)-and in defense readiness. DOD-sponsored RDT&E; a work unit Bulletin (TAB), is classified confiden-

A primary-level field activity of the information system data base that tial and is available only to users with
Defense Logistics Agency (DLA), contains the what, where, when, facility clearances.
DTIC is colocated with DLA head- how, at what costs, by whom, and -Reference services to identify and
quarters at Cameron Station, Alexan- under whose sponsorship ongoing ef- locate technical reports.

S dria, Va. Predecessor organizations forts are being performed; and a pro- -Referral services to other sources of
can be traced back to 1945. Since gram planning data base that is being information and assistance.
1951, the Center has been known as studied to make it more responsive to -Customized searches of DTIC data
the Armed Services Technical Infor- user needs. Search results are in the bases that allow the requester to visit -.

mation Agency (ASTIA) (1951-63); form of a bibliography of descriptive remote service facilities in Boston,
* the Defense Documentation Center citations, in the TR data base, or a Los Angeles, or Alexandria, and to -

(1963-79); and DTIC (1979-present). collection of summaries meeting the interact with a subject retrieval
These changes mirror an expanding search criteria in either the work unit analyst as the on-line search is taking -'.- "
mission for the Center, coinciding or the program planning data bases, place. "-
with an awareness of the prominence The work unit and program planning -Automatic distribution, every 2
of defense information, data bases are known as management weeks, of newly accessioned scientific .

As the hub of a revitalized DOD data bases as is a fourth major DTIC and technical reports on microfiche in
scientific and technical information data base, the Independent Research accordance with user subject interest % -"

program, DTIC applies latest state- and Development (IR&D) data base profiles. % %IV
of-the-art concepts to acquire and that contains descriptions of research A search of DTIC data bases, -.

disseminate defense information via projects currently in progress in in- A beoeaprojct ork bginaass, can pre- ..

document and data base systems. This dustry and is available only to DOD vent duplicating work, or may pro-
information results from, or is related organizations. vide a foundation of completed ef- .
to, DOD research and development Data base searches are made on de- forts or of ongoing, related efforts
(R&D) efforts in subject areas ranging mand or on a recurring basis, with with contact points on which the new
from aeronautics to zoology. An ex- the searcher establishing a subject project can build. In either case, there
tensive technical-reports collection profile with DTIC. Reports may be are savings of money, manpower,
(1.5 million) and four major data ordered from the technical reports and time. Any or all of these factors
bases address defense R&D past, pre- collection. may be critical to the successful com-
sent, and future. Many DTIC users have joined the pletion of your project. -'

What does this mean to you? If you Defense RDT&E On-Line System General (202) 274-b434 -
are part of a DOD organization, a (DROLS) that links terminals located Autovon 284-6434
DOD contractor, work for another across the United States with the
U.S. government agency or a con- DTIC central computer at Cameron Registration (202) 274 -6871
tractor, you may register to receive Station. Via DROLS, users query Autovcn 284-6871 -.

DTIC information products And serv- DTIC data bases from terminals at DROLS (202) 274 7709
ices. You may be eligible to use DTIC their work sites and are able to order Autovon 284-770c ,.

.'y under one of the potential contractor bibliographies, management data
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can only afford to provide the prod-

uct for a guaranteed sale (i.e., defense
coOtract). During the development,
DOD specifies the product, serves as
the bank for funds, is the judge of
claims, and regulates everything the .
developer does from parts selection to --

how the program is managed; andYES -Profit during development isgained as a percentage of costs rather """""

than driven by free-market forces.

These and other factors make it
clear that defense industry does not ...-. 'E i'iN O ! operate in a normal free market.

",*"- Gansler concudes that: . .,

.." given the structure of the
defense industry and its non- -

W iml free-market operation, it is .,.

proper to question policies that
W ill attempt to impose optimal free-

market conditions piecemeal in
individual cases or individual --*com peiion sectors unless it can be demon-
strated that their overall effect
(in combination) will result in
improvements. Yet through its ..-.C o st? various regulations and micro

policies, the Department of De- '" -"-

fense has been applying smallThe Need for Common adjustments here and there in an
attempt to create conditionsBusiness Sense in Decisions closer to optimal free-market
conditions, with neither anon William M. Brueggemann overall policy coordination ef- -
fort nor a recognition that these

.. __ ___ ___ _____,_ ___ actions might be making things

ill competition reduce them to make and sell their products worse.2

cost? Acquisition Im- inexpensively in order to obtain as The Acquisition Improvement Pro-
provement Program (AIP) large a share of the market as possi- gram action on competition may be
Action 32 on competition ble. Strategies to accomplish this ob- an example of policies and regula-
"is designed to enhance jective include investments in modem tions that will make things worse if

,.. .0E* competition in the acquisition process plants and equipment to reduce varia- not accompanied by planning for . .
in order to reduce costs." The initia- ble costs, and selling with narrow competition and application of good " -
tive begs the question and presumes profit margins. It is this "market business payback principles. ,
an obvious "yes" answer. But is the force" that DOD would like to have One defense industry official made
answer so obvious? My thesis is that working for it to reduce weapon sys- this point to the students of DSMC's , .
careful planning, dollar investments, tems costs. Program Management Course when
and sensitivity to the risks of com- However, as Dr. Jacques Gansler he said that "sensitivity on when to
petition are needed to ensure a points out in his book The Defense open up a competition and when to
positive "yes" answer. Each case for Industry, the free-enterprise system is leave it alone because you've already -" -
competition needs to be analyzed to not necessarily at work for DOD.' gotten the benefits of competition is
determine if the investment in com- There are several reasons for this: an important role for the program
petition will really pay off. -amanager.". -~~~~~~~~-The market for a major weapon mage.:.- -.'....

-%. Free-Market Competition vs. system has only one buyer-the,__-.___,__-."_
Competition for DOD United States Government; is Program
Procurements -Market demand is largely driven Manager, Components Business - t

Competition is the essence of the by technological performance to meet Area, Military Avionics Division, at
free-market system. The promis perceived military threats rather than Honeywell. He is a graduate of PMCfspby purchase price; piece" was.writ-financial profit motivates entrepre- p  83-2, and this think piece" was writ- V r,

Ja/. neurs to compete their products in the -The product is very expensive and ten in partial fulfillment of the re-
marketplace. Competition motivates takes 7-10 years to develop. Sellers quirements of that course. -

A_ 3 Marh Aril 984 " . * ,
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The following concerns were docu- competition incentive to keep the cost -Subsystem competition by the
mented by the AIP Steering Group's low. Examples of systems in this prime contractor or component
second year-end report to then Depu- category are computers, office equip- breakout by DOD; and
ty Secretary of Defense Paul Thayer: ment, some test equipment, and the -Purchase of reprocurement data

There remains the perception in plethora of "catalog" items from hand package, including licenses for re-soe segmints oe i rtools to eating utensils. stricted or proprietary data, so thatsome segments f industry andsystems or subsystems can be recom- .."."..the DOD technical community Another situation where a little
theaDO tehnial 2 com-y planoth situainvwheeittle systemsor.subsyste
that this initiative 1#32 on com-~ planning and a small investment can ptd
petition] may result in our com- enhance competition is during the All of these techniques require sig- ..

peting contracts without prop- concept exploration (CE) phase of the nificant added funds compared to the " . "
erly weighing the risk to suc- system acquisition cycle. During this traditional approach of awarding to a -

cessful program completion.3  phase, the primary product is ideas, single contractor. These funds are the 0 .
Some critical pieces of the system investment DOD must make in com-

Planning and Payback may be built and tested, but large ex- petition in order to fund more than W%
Analysis Needed Before penditures are unusual. A little adver- one source, fund a team or leader- ..
DOD Competitions tising, some personal encouragement, follower arrangement, buy data

and a small amount of money for the needed for second sources, or pay the

It should be clear that the objective CE contracts will encourage potential prime to conduct competitions for "
of enhancing competition will be met sellers to participate. Multiple par- subcontracts. Whether the invest-
only by careful planning and invest- ticipants in the CE phase gives DOD a ment will pay a suitable return must
ment. The forces that drive costs selection from alternatives, provides be decided on a case-by-case basis; -

down in a true free-market economy opportunity for synergy between however, business investment princi- --.-
are not operative for DOD procure- ideas, and allows risks to be assessed ples should apply. Each case should
ients. Further disruption and ineffi- by looking at the maturity of solu- be analyzed to determine the payback
ciency in DOD procurements may re- tions proposed. These factors will to DOD from the investment. It
suit if DOD tries to force competition help ensure the selection of an afford- makes no sense to spend $100 million
without such planning and invest- able systems approach, while obtain- in added program costs if the savings
ment considerations. In the para- ing the benefits of competition for de- from competition will be $100 million "'-'-.- "
graphs that follow, I will discuss three velopment of the system. or less. In addition to the actual dol-
procurement scenarios and the fac- lar outlay required for the invest-
tors needed in each for competition to Scenario 2 ment, the impact on staffing in the t 

" " --- -

succeed in reducing cost. As the system acquisition cycle program management office, the po-

Scenario 1: New procurements moves out of CE and into demonstra- tential inefficiency from added work-
where competition is relatively easy tion/validation (DEM/VAL) or full- load, the time value of money used in
to stimulate without significant DOD scale development (FSD), significant the competition investment, and the

investment. dollars for development are generally isk that the desired result will not be

Scenario 2: New procurements required. The traditional approach realized must be evaluated. Unfortu-
where competition will be stimulated used by DOD has been to conduct a nately, when initiatives such as "in-
only after careful acquisition plan- seletion process for the develop- crease competition" exist, smart busi-

ning accompanied by significant ment. The winner usually became the ness sense could be cast aside in the

DOD investment. sole-ource supplier for that system. drive to show progress toward meet- .',
Scenario 3: Procurement of sys- When changes were directed by DOD ing the initiative. -.

tems that have been developed with- and when new contracts for produc-

out prior planning for competition tion were awarded, DOD had no Scenario 3 *,
competition to help drive the costs In the face of the competition ini-

and which are currently sole source, down, and no alternative but to pay tiative and recent public criticism '.

Scenario I whaver price the seller could get over the price of spares, there will be

There are situations where DOD pat an audit. a strong temptation to force competi--'
can satisfy its needs by purchasing The alternative to this approach re- tion on systems where no planning for . a

commercially available, off-the-shelf quims investment in competition dur- competition exists. As Dr. Gansler
items. For these items, the free- ing the development. Several tech- pointed out, forcing competition i " .market system is operative. Choice niqum have been documented and in- might be making things worse.4 Let's

between several systems is generally clud the following: examine some of the potential im- ;r',e'. ..

available for prices driven downward -Multiple awards to develop com- Pacts of forcing competition without -

by competition. No investment is pet systems; adequate planning.
needed by DOD to enhance the com- -Tming, with members of the -Reprocurement data packages will .
petition; it is there for the taking. The tescompeting for production when be expensive to procure from sole-
constraint is that DOD must be will- thevelopment is complete; source contractors. . . -.

ing to accept off-the-shelf perform- -Imder-follower, where a prime -If the original developer is replaced
ance. Directed changes will make the coactor brings a "follower" con- in production, there will be loss of in-
item unique, and DOD becomes the trubr up-to-speed so that competi- tegration expertise. Integration prob- . ..

sole customer, which removes the tiabetween them is possible; lems are almost certain to repeat, or
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new ones arise, without the design ex- entering the market. DOD may lose the head of the procuring activity, or
pertise to solve them. some of its technology braintrust if his deputy, must approve. The
-Incentive for contractors to invest contractors "sit out" the R&D phases authority cannot be delegated.' With .-

in production tools and equipment and become production specialists, this kind of bureaucracy in place by
will be reduced if the sales base is in Some assurance that contractors' public law, coupled with competition
constant jeopardy to competition. If R&D investments will "pay off," if advocates in each service whose sole
DOD wants to stimulate industrial in- they do a good job, is needed to avoid objective is to maximize competition,
vestment in modern equipment, con- this potential problem. the stage is set for doing what seems
tractors need a stable sales base. Ini- -As a minimum, schedules will be to many program managers to be
tiatives like multiyear procurements slipped while competition alterna- "obviously dumb."
and economic-order quantities, are tives for existing sole-souce systems
needed to provide such a stable base. are evaluated. Notes
The threat of competition for each Many of these potential impacts 1. Dr. Jacques S. Gansler, The Defense In- .
new fiscal year order has the opposite could be dismissed as obviously dustry, (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1980)
impact. dumb, at least for major weapons pp. 1-8 72-96.
-The R&D contracts generally re- systems. However, for smaller pro- 2. Ibid. p. 31.
quire investment by contractors, e.g., curements like spares, support equi 3. DEPSECDEF Memorandum, "Acquisi-

ruirein esme andacdee- ument support servicest P- tion Improvement Program (AIP) Second
independent research and develop- lent, and support services, the battle Year-End Report," May 18, 1983.
ment, bid and proposal funds, and lines are being drawn. Public Law 4. Gansler.
profit. If new competitions for pro- 98:72 sections that took effect in Oc- 5. Aviation Week and Space Technology,

duction are conducted after each de- tober 1983, require that, before nego- editorial, October 3, 1983.

velopment, there may be a tendency tiating for any sole-source contract of
for contractors to wait until develop- over $1 million in FY 1984, $500,000
ment investments are complete before in FY 1985, and $300,000 in FY 1986,

Handbooks, Guides, Look for Important Readership Survey
and Studies :-:.::-aS i les In about 2 weeks some of you will We will also ask how much of each , .

Available receive a Program Manager Reader- issue you read and what you think
The publications listed below are ship Survey in the mail. All paid about the general appearance of the

still available from DSMC and may subscribers received a copy of the publication. If you would like to see
be obtained by writing (no phone survey with this issue of Program certain subjects receive special treat-
calls, please) Publications Directorate Manager. It is not junk mail. Please ment, tell us. "-

(DRI-P), Defense Systems Manage- don't throw it away. While we recognize that people in-
ment College, Fort Belvoir, Va. The survey serves two purposes. It volved in acquisition management
22060. helps us meet requirements set forth are extremely busy, we would greatly .

Lessons Learned: M-1 Abrams in Department of Defense directives appreciate your taking a few
and Joint Committee on Printing moments to complete the surveyTank System regulations. Secondly, your sugges- should you receive one in the mail.

Lessons Learned: Advanced tions and criticisms help us produce a Your candid responses will help us to "-

Attack Helicopter publication that truly meets the needs better serve you and other members
Strategies for Dealing with the of the acquisition community. of the acquisition community.

On the survey we will ask how We appreciate your interest in the ' 
-

Defense Budget often you see Program Manager and DSMC publications program. ""A!4

JLC Guide for the Manage- if you share your copy with others. The Editors

ment of Multinational
Programs

' JLC Guide for the Manage-
ment of Joint Service
Programs

DSMC 1964 Catalog
Systems Engineering Manage- r

ment Guide
Skill in Communication

Risk Assessment Techniques-
A Handbook for Program
Management Personnel
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Rea Ad ia Roe Dit-- Johnson-,
d~..

Is New Commandant of DSMC
R ear Admiral Roger D. assignments including Attack ClassJohso, SN•hs .. eom.te eskan Arfams Ofier°IoAg.

eighth commandant of the ust 1966, Admiral Johnson reported
Defense Systems Management to the Power Plants Division of the • '.
College. He succeeds Colonel newly formed Naval Air Systems

Thomas V. Forburger, USA, who had Command where he was a member of
served as commandant since the Janu- the TF-34/S-3 development team and
ary 1984 retirement of Brigadier Gen- the early VFX/F-14 study and
eral Benjamin J. Pellegrini, USA. Ad- specifications effort. --- -

miral Johnson, who officially as-
sumed command on April 13, comes I Assigned to Commander Naval Air
to DSMC from the Naval Air Sys- Force Pacific Fleet in April 1969 as the %
temns Command, where he had been I F-4 Fighter Class Desk Officer, Admi- , - -

Deputy Commander for Plans and ral Johnson coordinated fleet partici-
Programs since July 1982. pation in the development of the F-4B '

to F-4N Service Life Extension Pro-
dma 23, 1a M on gram. In August 1971, he reported as

March 23, 1932, near Montpelier, Executive Officer of Naval Air
N.D., and attended school in Rework Facility, North Island. ... ,..;.-

Willmar, Minn. He enlisted in the
Navy and served as an electronics After attending National Defense
technician until he received an ap- University and the Industrial College - -."
pointment to the U.S. Naval Acad- 1Ar Admiral Johnson of the Armed Forces, Admiral ' -
emy. Admiral Johnson graduated Power Plants Division, Fleet Air Johnson reported to the Naval Air
with distinction from the Academy in Srvice Squadron NINE, during the Systems Command, first as the .. ..

June 1955 and entered flight training, &elopmental demonstration of the F-14/PHOENIX Deputy Project Man- .. ..

where he earned designation as a JitngineComplete Repair Concept. ager, and then, in September 1977, as
naval aviator in October 1956. He l*then attended the Naval Postgrad- the F-14/PHOENIX Project Manager.
then reported to VFP-63, where he Me School, where he carried out In August 1980, he was named Assist-
served as a team pilot and detach- yseialized studies in plasma physics ant Commander for Systems and En-
ment maintenance officer, flying id controlled thermonuclear reac- gineering, Naval Air Systems Corn- . ... -..

F9F-8 Cougar and FSU Crusader is. He earned an M.S. degree in mand.
reconnaissance aircraft. Iysics in June 1963. He then served Admiral Johnson is married to the

From February 1959 until June 113 years on the staff, Commander former Jean Ann Bernard of Omaha,
1960, Admiral Johnson served in the 1w Air Western Pacific, in various Neb. They have three children..

DSMC Breaks Ground I [ SECURF "ACLT, Y.'".--'.-

for New Acaderi* Facility i 4:'":NT
d OLL

Colonel Paul J. Higgins, left, Fort Bdvir Chief of Staff, Mr. William M.
Schlosser, building contractor, and Cdmel Thomas V. Forburger, then ,* .O
DSMC Commandant, break ground ade construction site of a secure
academic facility for the College. If cohction is on schedule, 18 months
from now DSMC will have the newegde most modern building on Fort
Belvoir. The 37,000-square-foot buildill incorporate the latest energy . -.

conservation features including active sdbiergyfor domestic water heating,
set-back double-pane windows of a smanmoreenergy-efficient size, and in-
strumentation for monitoring and cont.k heating and cooling. The new
facility will house a 400-seat auditoriun* student study rooms, 5 seminar
rooms, and the DSMC Library. The tam N. Schlosser Company of .'. .. *..,

Hyattsville, Md., will constuct the nhfacility at an estimated cost of
$3,615,323. m
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DSMC Professor Makes Presentation ..

Gantt Medal ]
Goes to

Mobil Corporation Chief Executive

David D. Acker, a Professor of The Gantt concept was the result of
Engineering Management at DSMC, over 30 years of his working as a
has presented the Gantt Medal and a _ mechanical engineer and manage-

citation to Rawleigh Warner, Jr., ment consultant when he sought to
Chairman and Chief Executive Of- turn the potential of industry into a
ficer of Mobil Corporation. As Chair- broad contribution of service that
man of the Gantt Board of Award, would revolutionize the future of our --

Professor Acker made the presenta- civilization. Gantt (1861-1919) con-
tion March 19 in Boston during the ceived management in simple terms
American Management Associations' that were, nonetheless, startlingly K "
55th Annual Human Resources Con- new for his times, as evidenced by the
ference, which was aLte-ded by following:
almost 1,000 people. A biography . . . Honors those Managers must view their ac-
and personal comments about tivities from the vantage point • .-

Mr. Warner were given by James H. from any field of the larger communities that

Evans, Chairman of the Board, Union whose personal business serves, thus dedicating
Pacific Corporation. Thomas R. themselves to the doctrine of
Horton, President and Chief Ex- endeavors and service;
ecutive Officer, American Manage-
ment Associations, presided. managerial leadership Management is universal in

haverendredbusiness, on the farm, in gov-
The Henry Laurence Gantt Medal, have renderedene, on eainernment, or in education; " ',

S established in 1929, honors thosefrman fi e ld w199hoenrstol conspicuous service to As an activity progresses, man-fr o m a n y fie ld w h o se p e r s o n a l a g m e txe r e n e s c n t n u n
endeavors and managerial leadership the community at large. agement experiences continuing
have rendered conspicuous service to interplay between planning and

the community at large. The award Rawleigh Warner, Jr. control;
has been made each year, except Each manager has the specific -

when no nominee was deemed fully responsibility to develop other ". ,"
- deserving. There have been 49 managers and to help their sub-

recipents. ordinates increase their abilities

The Gantt Citation, presented to and their knowledge; and

Mr. Warner, reads as follows: The business system must ac-
In recognition of his commit- cept its social responsibility and

merit to bringing the voice of devote itself primarily to serv-

management into national deci- ice, or the community will ulti-
sions and public issues; his high mately make the attempt to take

personal standards of manage- it over in order to operate it n :
ment and principles of conduct; its own interest.
his emphasis on the training and The Medal that bears Gantt's name
development of others; his in- acknowledges those who have fol- -,- . ,.
troduction and sponsorship of lowed his philosophy and built on his
cuiturally-enriching programs achievement. They are stamped with
and his significant support of the hallmark of the superior mana-
higher education; his keen in- er-the will to teach, to lead, and to
ter in creating opportunities disadvantaged; his deft blend of assure that a sound economy is di-
for minorities; his expansion of capitalism and social con- rected to the achievement of social ."'--

#4 philanthropic programs for the sciousness. goals. '
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clduding 9 DSMC Gils

Armflumes 19 for
Projed anager Slots

OF0, 0 0
T An prmtal lenant 1 colonehb Colonel Fletcher H. Maffett,

and romtabe leuteantcolnebMobile Subscriber Equipment (MSE)
for assignment to project managi Colonel Gene A. Venzke, Satellite
positions that will become vacart Comnctns(ACM
later this year. Two of the 19 are cu--
rently project managers who will betA. Lieutenant Colonel Jay Richards -

Thirteen ofa h n j He (PMC 73-2), Single Channel
Ground and Airborne Radio Sub-

graduates of the senior service cd-i 4 ~'SO ytm(ICA
leges, and nine have graduated froni Colonel Douglas H. Barclay (PMC
Defense Systems Management Col- 74-1), Test, Measurement and

nlege courses. i 1e MSidered for Diagnostic Equipment (TMDE) ." " . -

The seven-member selection boar, aproject management Missile/Air Defense
headed by Lieutenant General RobeColonel Genment anzofficereColonel Samuel Liberatore, Hawk
L. Moore. Deputy Command"-" .','- an •i .nS lb o
General for Research, Developmentte a member of the Missile System
and Acquisition, U.S. Army Materielk Maeriel Acquisition Lieutenant Colonel William ........
Development and Readiness Cor- Schumacher, Hellfire Missile
mand, recommended two officers fo Management (MAM) System/Ground Laser Designators .-. e -
aviation PM positions; one for ar-fP:,ogatrt, ar out growth Colonel William J. Fiorentino (ERC
mament /munitions; seven for corni of the old PM 79-3, CPMC 81-1), Joint Tactical
munications /electronics/ data pro-isystemS AS)

graess f e iseair ee se- t~ ;.-.-.-en Program;, Misil Sytes..-.M

musts b afo m er oaf e Mateori e C olonel oa e ts . Brcoln (PM C ""

To be considered for a projectt Research and Systemmanagement assignment, an officer7sr"-.-

meeurs amme te Matt onierie Dvlp e) Corloansti Equime.ncl (T M C Y.. m '3.I" ' o - _ .

quisition Management (MAM) ProDe o t currently serving 77),TW eaoSytm
gram, an outgrowth of the old PNM*J *-

Development Program; hold specia4 asproject manager. Tank/Automotive.- * -

ty 51 (Research and Development); or. Colonel William Rittenhouse, M
be currently serving as a project AbramsTank.
manager. Amtment /Munitions Colonel Howard W. Roth, Heavy

Officers with more than 26 years of Colo t Paul L. Greenberg, Am- Tactical Vehicles (HTV)..
service and those officers serving, or aitionSupport System (AMSS) Lieutenant Colonel Joseph A. " - '"
waiting to serve, as brigade-level Petrolino (PMC 75-2), Light Tactical ._-..
commanders or district engineers tion/geme n /A) Vehicles (LTV) LsDino - /
were ineligible for consideration. CooJ Martin G, Olson (PMC Colonel James A. Logan (PMC . - *" '

Names and assignments of the 2), Airborne Optical Adjunct 76-2), Medium Tactical Vehicles" -""
selectees are as follows: hmon/t r tion (AOA) (MTV)

Aviation Lieuteiut Colonel Gilbert J. Colonels Fiorentino and Lincoln
Clone obr t S t a rea t hie, Jr 0lidNC 76-2), Ballistic Missile are currently project managers. Col-

ColnelRoertS.Faiweahe, J.,fensi Radar/Data Processor onel Fiorentino has served as Per- ........Tactical Airborne Remotely Piloted DI a shing project manager for more than
Vehicle/Drone System/(RPV) cO lop m Ronald C. Baldwin, 5 years. Colonel Lincoln was serving

Colonel David L. Funk, Target Ac- indr/Remotely Monitored Bat- as acting project manager, JTACMS, .> 2
quisition Designation System/Pilot fied Sensor System when the board named him for the"--.- .-.
Night Vision System (PNVS) EFI DER/REMBASS) TOW job.u -
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Defense Systems
<Management College

Package Courses
For the acquisition management professional who wants 7": ,

a foundation on which to build a rewarding future

Choose from among
three 3-week courses:

Business
Management Course

Cost-Funds-Finance-Contracts -. ,. -

Technical

Management Course :
Systems-Software-i'est-Logistics- .. ,

Manufacturing

Policy and
Organization

Management Course
Planning-Networking-Policy-
Human Resources Management '. .-

Available on campus (Fort Belvoir, Va.) and at selected regional sites.

For more information and specific class schedules contact the DSMC Registrar
at (703) 664-3120, AV 354-3120, or toll-free at (800) 336-3095 ext. 3120
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